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Abstract
Earth, Partial, and Reduced Gravity Experiments and Numerical Work on
Propane-Oxygen Cool Flames at Sub-atmospheric Pressures
Michael Robert Foster
Advisor: Howard Pearlman, Ph.D.
Natural convection plays an important role in nearly all terrestrial (1g), unstirred,
static reactor cool flame and low-temperature auto-ignition studies. At near-zero
gravity, however, Rayleigh numbers (Ra) less than the critical Ra for onset of buoy-
ant convection can be achieved and the effects of convection can be suppressed. In
this case, transport occurs strictly through diffusive fluxes of heat and species. To
systematically vary the relative importance of natural convection versus diffusive
transport without varying the mixture stoichiometry, reactor pressure, or vessel size,
low-temperature reactions and cool flames are studied experimentally in a closed, un-
stirred, static reactor at 1g and aboard NASA’s KC-135A subject to different gravi-
tational accelerations (Martian—0.38g, Lunar—0.16g, and reduced-gravity—10−2g).
Representative results will be presented on the visible light emission, the temperature
histories, and the pressure histories at temperatures ranging from 593–623 K (320–
350◦C) in sub-atmospheric propane:oxygen premixtures. The results are compared
qualitatively to numerical predictions derived from solutions to the coupled species,
energy, and incompressible Navier-Stokes equations using a Gray-Yang skeletal kinetic
mechanism.
11. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview of Work
Adding a drop of ether to a cold glass and introducing a heated platinum wire, Sir
Humphrey Davy first observed “a pale phosphorescent light” in 1817. These experi-
ments are the first known record of a low temperature hydrocarbon oxidation reaction
accompanied by light emission [Davy, 1817], now commonly known as cool flames.
Since that time, researchers have devoted considerable work to understanding the
chemical mechanism(s) associated with this mode of low-temperature hydrocarbon
oxidation, initially with application to engine knock [Jost, 1946; Agnew, 1960] and
recently to improve ignition phasing of Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition
(HCCI) engines [Griffiths and Whitaker, 2002]. Additional applications include the
reformation of methane [Lemke et al., 2005] and larger molecular weight hydrocar-
bons, including diesel fuel, to hydrogen gas for fuel cells [Naidja et al., 2003; Hartmann
et al., 2003] and the development of reduced-emission boilers [Gitzinger, 1999; Kohne
et al., 1999; Luka et al., 1999]. In these real-world applications, the chemistry of the
transport of heat and species are both important, yet only recently have researchers
begun to understand the structure (i.e., spatio-temporal species and temperature dis-
tributions) of these flames subject to natural convection and/or diffusive transport of
heat and species.
1.1.1 Modes of Low and Intermediate Temperature Hydrocarbon Oxida-
tion
Several modes of reaction are possible for hydrocarbon oxidation at low (typically,
T < 650 K) and intermediate (650 < T < 1000 K) temperatures. Classically, the
2modes of reaction are summarized in the form of an ignition diagram—a plot of
temperature versus pressure for a given mixture stoichiometry. The modes of reaction
include:
• Slow reaction—a modest temperature and pressure rise without any visible light
emission
• Cool flame—a self-arresting reaction characterized by a modest increase in tem-
perature (typically, 5–200 K) and pressure accompanied by light emission from
excited formaldehyde
• Multi-stage ignition—a low-temperature process, at times a cool flame(s), fol-
lowed by an ignition to a hot flame
• Single-stage ignitions—hot ignition not preceded by a cool flame
Cool flames occur in a temperature range where enhanced heat loss (e.g., by increas-
ing the reaction vessel surface area to volume ratio) can increase the rate of heat
generation and promote oscillations and, in some cases, the transition to ignition.
This increase in heat generation is contrary to popular expectation that increasing
heat loss lowers the temperature, slows the overall reaction rate, and thus reduces
the heat generation rate via Arrhenius kinetics. Within the same temperature range,
the overall reaction rate increases as temperature decreases, commonly known as the
Negative Temperature Coefficient (NTC). This behavior was first observed by Pease
in both a flow reactor [1929] and a closed vessel [1938], see Figure 1.1. As temperature
continues to increase, the reaction moves beyond the NTC regime and transitions to
an intermediate temperature regime. The kinetic mechanism responsible for such
behavior has become increasingly well understood in the past 40 years, the specifics
of the mechanism are discussed in Section 1.6.
3Figure 1.1: The Negative Temperature Coefficient in propane oxidation as first de-
termined by Pease [1938]. (Figure copyright information—Appendix A)
1.1.2 Isolating the Role of Diffusion
Transport of species and heat by convection and diffusive fluxes and their ef-
fects on thermokinetic ignition [Campbell et al., 2005a,b] and cool flames [Foster and
Pearlman, 2006a] has received renewed attention due to the demonstrated ability to
suppress convection at reduced gravity.
Using a two-step Sal’nikov mechanism, a group has numerically predicted the
species and temperature profiles generated in a static reactor when transport is gov-
erned by diffusion and/or natural convection [Cardoso et al., 2004]. In a complimen-
tary study, recent work by researchers at Leeds University in England extended a
zero-dimensional (0-D) global kinetic mechanism [Yang and Gray, 1969], previously
shown to predict the complex modes of reaction at low and intermediate tempera-
tures, to one-dimension (1-D) by including heat and species diffusion [Fairlie et al.,
2000]. In addition, a reduced propane mechanism (58 species, 378 reactions) has also
been developed and solved in 1-D. Temporal and spatial results for temperature and
species concentrations fields have been reported [Fairlie et al., 2005].
4Experimental studies of the reactive-diffusive problem have been conducted in
microgravity environments, where natural convection is suppressed, thus reducing the
problem to 1-D, where diffusive fluxes of heat and species govern transport. Studies
of droplet autoignition in preheated air at microgravity [Eigenbrod, 1999] and cool
flames in a static reactor [Pearlman, 2000] have provided essential information to
benchmark the theoretical and numerical studies. In such static reactor studies an
estimate of the overall heat transfer coefficient, h, is not needed as heat is only
transported by conduction, which is relatively well understood.
1.1.3 Remaining Work
With computational advances, the understanding of the overall chemical mecha-
nisms that govern low and intermediate temperature oxidation for select species has
improved significantly, yet only recently have studies, mentioned above, addressed the
spatio-temporal reactive-diffusive-convective flame structure. Primarily, an improved
understanding of the kinetics has been possible with studies in continuously-stirred
reactors, jet stirred reactors, high pressure flow tubes, rapid compression machines,
and shock tubes. These studies are effectively 0-D reactors intensionally designed
to eliminate the additional level of complexity owed to transport. While these sys-
tems have been and continue to be instrumental in improving our understanding of
the kinetics, nearly all real-world terrestrial and space applications are affected by
transport, and little attention has been given to understanding the spatio-temporal
species and temperature distributions associated with low and intermediate tempera-
ture combustion [Fairlie et al., 2005]. Specifically, natural convection strongly affects
static, unstirred reactor studies at terrestrial conditions, while diffusive transport gov-
erns those in space. As shown in this thesis, the modes of reaction that occur include
the following: slow reaction, cool flame(s), multi-stage ignition, and single-stage igni-
5tion and the conditions for their occurrence and their spatio-temporal structure and
evolution is strongly affected by the transport mechanism(s).
1.2 Motivation and Purpose for Thesis
1.2.1 Motivation for Studying Cool Flames
The auto-ignition of hydrocarbon fuels in the low-temperature regime has been
studied extensively in connection with knock in spark ignition (SI) engines. While
the chemical pathways are relatively clear, the detailed chemistry is still not fully
understood. A review of knock studies in the 1930’s is available [Townend, 1937], as
well as a review on the knocking characteristics of many hydrocarbons [Lovell, 1948].
In these early studies, a relationship between a fuel’s ability to produce cool flames
and its propensity to knock was clearly identified in 1936 [Rassweiler and Withrow,
1936], yet it was not until a decade later that Jost determined that cool flames were
precursors to knock [Jost, 1946]. In addition, Lignola and Reverchon [1987] highlight
several results of the research done on engine knock as follows:
• A rapid pressure rise of the in-cylinder gases at knock engine conditions causes
audible, as well as experimentally detectable, vibrations.
• The auto-ignition of end-gas before the flame front is the most probable cause
for the sudden pressure rise.
• Visual inspection of the combustion process showed a two-stage auto-ignition
of the end-gas.
• Cool flame intermediates, aldehydes and peroxides, were present in samples of
end-gas.
• Branched chain isomers in fuels were more knock resistant than linear ones.
6• Additives were identified that could cause and prevent knock. Researchers de-
termined that lead alkyls prevented knock but were not in agreement as to how
this was achieved in the combustion process.
Following these early studies, researchers focused attention on understanding the
chemical mechanisms responsible for knock and developed continuously-stirred re-
actors, rapid compression machines, shock tubes, and high pressure flow tubes to
probe the chemistry without worrying about transport effects. The experimental
platform discussed in this thesis provides a new alternative means for validating the
kinetics of low-temperature oxidation and auto-ignition and includes transport effects
owed to diffusion and natural convection. This research will potentially improve the
efficiency of spark-ignition (SI) engines, aid development of control strategies for Ho-
mogeneous Charge Compression Ignition (HCCI) engines, and enhance hydrocarbon
reformulation strategies by helping to further improve researchers’ understanding of
hydrocarbon chemistry at low and intermediate temperatures. Note that HCCI is
a very promising technology since it provides the benefits increased efficiency and
reduced emissions [Griffiths, 2005]. HCCI is similar to spark ignition with the use of
a premixed charge and to compression ignition by the use of high compression ratios
to ignite the charge. The premixed charge reduces the particulate emissions, while
high compression ratios eliminates the need for an ignition source; thus no flame front
propagates, which lowers the combustion temperature, reducing NOx emissions.
Further research into low and intermediate temperature chemistry is necessary to
determine the conditions for ignition as a function of load and rotations per minute.
Improvements in the control strategy are essential to enable HCCI engines to fully
realize their theoretical advantages over SI and Diesel engines in the transportation
sector.
7Another energy source that has considerable promise is fuel cell technology. Hy-
drogen is a popular energy carrier and it has a minimal negative impact on the envi-
ronment [Kolaitis et al., 2005] as long as any undesirable emissions from processing
are scrubbed out at a common hydrogen operating station. Though natural gas is the
preferred choice for reforming, partial oxidation of propane, LPG, or fuels of higher
molecular weight are also being considered [Joensen and Rostrup-Nielsen, 2002] al-
though such technology is not necessarily competitive on an energy basis. Better
understanding of the low-temperature chemistry will help determine the conditions
for optimal hydrogen production [Lemke et al., 2005] and other useful byproducts.
Further understanding the NTC of low-temperature kinetics coupled with trans-
port can also help to mitigate explosions. Scientists at the University of Leeds (UK)
have suggested that structural reinforcements in airplane fuel tanks could, under cer-
tain conditions within the NTC range of fuels, promote ignition due to enhanced
conduction heat loss from the gas phase [Gray, 1970]. In other words, the heat loss
from the gas-phase to the wall may lower the gas temperature and promote ignition
for a range of mixture compositions, pressures, and temperatures. This conclusion
has tremendous implications for fuel storage safety.
In a review of process safety, Pekalski and co-workers [2002] also point out po-
tential hazards that cool flames present. If peroxides formed during the induction
period accumulate, they can be an ignition source or explode. They further point
out that if the temperature and pressure conditions are right, explosions from two-
stage ignitions can occur. In order to reduce fire accidents, engineers involved with
the safety, design, and operation of combustion related equipment must understand
the conditions that initiate and lead to undesirable consequences [Babrauskas, 2003].
This thesis demonstrates that ignition is not only a function of the kinetics but is
also strongly affected by the transport of heat and species via diffusion and natural
8convection.
Suppression of explosions is a complicated matter as revealed by recent theoretical
work. Kagan and co-workers [1997] show that flame quenching limits are sensitive
to the hydrodynamic field induced by natural convection. Enhanced hydrodynamic
mixing is generally thought to increase the effective heat transfer coefficient and thus
heat loss rate, resulting in a temperature decrease and a corresponding reduction in
the likelihood of ignition. However, the opposite may indeed occur, since their theory
suggests that hydrodynamic mixing can form local hot-spots that promote (rather
than suppress) ignition.
Including transport into low and intermediate temperature kinetic models will
help to develop further insight into how cool flames may occur in complex real-
world geometries (e.g., fuel tanks) with unsteady, non-uniform, spatially-stratified
compositions and thermal environments. For the purpose of this study, the geometry
is limited to a two-dimensional (2-D) spherically symmetric configuration with future
plans to extend the work to geometries that are more complex.
While nearly all real world terrestrial problems are 2-D or 3-D, this study will
focus on 1-D geometry where transport occurs strictly from diffusion, since diffusion
is well understood. Therefore, the numerical modeling can be done without assump-
tions made for the overall heat transfer coefficients (as is done in continuously-stirred
reactor modeling studies) is possible. The models are then compared with exper-
imental tests conducted in the laboratory and aboard NASA’s KC-135 aircraft at
partial and microgravity conditions, which provides a testbed for studying the effects
of natural convection and diffusion.
91.2.2 Purpose of Thesis
This M.S. thesis addresses the reactive-diffusive-convective flame structure exper-
imentally and numerically and improves our understanding of the spatio-temporal
flame structure that evolves spontaneously in a closed, static system, such as those
that may occur in fuel storage and mixture delivery systems of prevaporizing, pre-
mixing gas turbine combustors [Aggarwal, 1998]. The difficulty of this problem was
recognized as early as 1939 by Frank-Kamenetskii who mentioned, in the context of
the thermal ignition theory, that “the purely conductive theory can be applied at
sufficiently low pressure and small dimensions of the vessel when the influence of nat-
ural convection can be disregarded” [Frank-Kamenetskii, 1955]. Later, Barnard and
Harwood [1974] commented, “it is generally assumed that heat losses are purely con-
ductive. While this may be valid for certain low pressure slow combustion regimes,
it is unlikely to be true for the cool flame and ignition regimes.”
This study also promises to improve fire safety since low-temperature, non-visible
reactions that are not easy to detect can transition to high temperature ignition when
partially or fully-mixed and heated in oxidizing environments. In some cases, the heat
can be self-generated, and the rate at which the temperature increases or decreases
depends on the heat losses. Few studies, however, have quantitatively analyzed the
role of convection (forced or buoyant) and diffusion on the onset, evolution, struc-
ture, and stability of the ignition process [Kagan et al., 1997; Gray, 1970] specifically
with respect to the induced changes in the temperature and species concentration
distributions. This study addresses this problem and clearly shows:
1. the spatio-temporal structure and pressure history associated with non-buoyant,
unstirred, non-isothermal low-temperature oxidation reactions and cool flames
when diffusive fluxes (heat and mass) govern the transport mechanism. In this
context, the structure is defined with respect to the radial temperature profile
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and the visible light emission of a select marker species.
2. the shape and extent of the ignition diagram (modes of reaction on a temper-
ature versus pressure plot) associated with unstirred, diffusion-controlled reac-
tions and identifies the regimes associated with the different modes of reaction.
3. the validation of a recently developed 1-D cool flame models.
1.3 Previous Work
The following literature review is primarily derived from comprehensive reviews
of cool flames by Griffiths and Scott [1987] and Lignola and Reverchon [1987]. Grif-
fiths’ [1995] review on the evolution of reduced kinetic schemes summarizes recent
advances and provides a summary of the various reaction schemes proposed. In ad-
dition, a recent plenary talk by Griffiths [2005] provides an overview of researchers’
current understanding of cool flames, both experimentally and numerically, and the
possibilities for future prospects.
1.3.1 Experimental
Discovery
Sir Humphrey Davy was the first recorded witness to cool flames. He reported
“a new and curious series of phenomena” as he oxidized ether vapor with a hot
platinum wire [Davy, 1817]. “A temperature much below ignition only was necessary
for producing this curious phenomenon, and the wire was repeatedly taken out and
cooled in the atmosphere till it ceased to be visibly red; and yet when admitted again,
it instantly became red hot” [Davy, 1817]. He left it to others to derive a theoretical
foundation.
Perkin [1882] engaged in experiments to ascertain the conditions for different fuels
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for which cool flames occurred. Perkin’s work focused on open, unconfined cool flames,
and concluded that “with the paraffins, fatty acids and probably alcohols, their power
of producing this phenomenon increases with their molecular weight, and that bodies
of the aromatic series do not possess this power” [Perkin, 1882]. Perkin also noted
that the “blue flame from ether has a comparatively low temperature. The fingers
may be placed in it with impunity. It will not char paper or ignite carbon disulphide,
and a lucifer match held in it at first becomes only phosphorescent, and is some time
before it is ignited” [Perkin, 1882].
Initial Static Reactor Work
Static, unstirred reactors were the apparatus of choice in the early 1900’s. Many
of the early static reactor studies used an experimental setup similar to that created
by Mallard and Le Chatlier [1880] (Figure 2.6): upon opening a valve, a pressurized
vessel delivers a premixed gas into a preheated, evacuated reaction vessel. For the
duration of the test, the reactor is maintained at the desired constant temperature.
After the test, a vacuum pump evacuates the reaction products in preparation for the
next test.
Without mechanical stirring of the reactants, natural convection has long been
known to alter the species and temperature distributions, which in turn affect the
ignition time, ignition location, and the pressure history.
Frank-Kamenetskii, in 1939, presented the first thermal ignition theory, which
assumed pure conductive heat transfer, yet clearly recognized the validity of such an
assumption. In 1955, he stated that, “the purely conductive theory can be applied
at sufficiently low pressure and small dimensions of the vessel when the influence of
natural convection can be disregarded.” Until the quality of thermocouples improved
and gas temperature measurements became more common in the 1950s, researchers
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usually overlooked the temperature and density gradients and the complexities in-
duced by natural convection. In 1973, Locquin and co-workers [Sawerysyn et al.,
1973] stressed that temperature gradients existing in the flask induced convective
flows and Tyler [1966] and Fine and co-workers [1970] had determined empirically a
critical Rayleigh number for the onset of natural convection in a spherical reactor for
premixtures that underwent thermal ignition, e.g., H2−Cl2 and NO−O2 (discussed
more in Section 1.5). Barnard and Harwood [1974] also recognized the importance
of convection in static reactor testing. They found that convection plays a dominant
role in transferring heat to the walls of the reactor, more so than conduction at low
temperature, and that convective heat losses affect both ignitions and cool flames.
Continuously Stirred Tank Reactor (CSTR) Work
CSTR’s are heated vessels that receive a continuous supply of reactants, have
a mechanism for hydrodynamic stirring within the reactor, and have an outlet for
products. The intensity of the stirring generates a turbulent hydrodynamic flow
that homogenizes the temperature and species distributions throughout the reactor
[Griffiths and Mohamed, 1997]. The residence time for the reactants (determined by
the volume of the reactor divided by the volumetric flow rate) typically varies from
less than a tenth of a second to several seconds [Griffiths et al., 1971, 1974; Lignola
and Reverchon, 1987]. While these systems are non-adiabatic, they are effectively
0-D except for the boundary layer region(s) near the wall; as such the heat loss can
be modeled in the form h(T − Ti) (see [Yang and Gray, 1969] for details) where h is
an overall heat transfer coefficient and (T − Ti) is the deviation in temperature from
the initial temperature.
While the intent of this section is not to review all relevant research in CSTR’s,
some overall comments and reviews are given. To better understand detailed chemical
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mechanisms, Venkat and co-workers [1982] and Thornton and co-workers [1986] pur-
sued hydrocarbon oxidation at temperatures in the range of 1000–1300 K. Griffiths
and Mohamed [1997] have compiled an appendix of work performed using a variety
of alkanes, alkenes, and aromatics. Caprio and co-workers [1981] and Lignola and
co-workers [1984] obtained heat transfer coefficients from a mechanically-stirred flow
reactor in the early 1980’s. Researchers at CNRS have completed jet stirred reactor
work to improve kinetic mechanisms at temperatures 550–1200 K and pressures up
to 40 atm [Dagaut et al., 1986, 1988, 1995].
Rapid Compression Machines (RCM)
In RCMs, the walls are maintained at a temperature lower than that at which
cool flames occur. The gaseous reactants then rapidly heat due to rapid mechanical
adiabatic compression by a piston in a closed cylinder [Martinengo et al., 1965; Aﬄeck
and Thomas, 1968]. The RCM system is a closed system with no mechanical stirring
similar to that of the static reactor; therefore it is prone to the induced turbulent
hydrodynamic field generated by the sudden compression.
Researchers have done work with RCMs fitted with quick response pressure trans-
ducers, quartz windows for observation, and a discharge valve for gas sampling [Aﬄeck
and Fish, 1967, 1968; Fish et al., 1969; Schreiber et al., 1993; Donovan et al., 2004,
2005].
Heated Flow Tubes
Heated flow tubes allow researchers to stabilize reactions and monitor a temporal
condition spatially. A great asset of this method is the sampling and analysis of
species at various points in the reaction zone.
Researchers have stabilized cool flames and two-stage ignitions in a vertical flow
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reactor at 1 atm [Williams et al., 1958; Griffiths et al., 1969]. The emission spectra
has also been studied in vertical flow tubes [Sheinson and Williams, 1973]. Within
a horizontal reactor, cool flames have also been stabilized, albeit buoyantly distorted
[Spence and Townend, 1949; Lewis and von Elbe, 1987]. In addition, researchers at
Drexel University have studied propane oxidation at high pressure (10–15 atm) and
temperatures in the range of 600 to 900 K [Koert et al., 1994]. Several studies at
atmospheric and elevated pressures and temperatures ranging from 1000 to 1200 K
have been conducted at Princeton University’s turbulent flow reactor [Dryer and
Glassman, 1973; Venkat et al., 1982; Brezinsky et al., 1984; Dryer and Brezinsky,
1986b,a; Brezinsky et al., 1986; Brezinsky, 1986; Emdee et al., 1990; Shaddix et al.,
1992; Corre et al., 1992].
Unstirred, Static Reactors Today
Until recently, unstirred, static reactors were set aside and replaced by CSTR,
RCM, and high pressure flow tube experiments. Complexities associated with nat-
ural convection complicated the results and led to irreproducibilities in the data
obtained by different groups. Pearlman [2000], however, returned to static reactor
experiments and exploited the microgravity (µg) conditions on NASA’s KC-135 air-
craft to effectively suppress natural convection. At low gravity levels, the effects of
natural convection diminish significantly (discussed more in Section 1.5) and diffusive
fluxes dominate transport of heat and species. Figure 1.2 shows typical cool flames
at Earth and reduced gravity in a premixture of 66.7% n-C4H10 and 33.3% O2 by
volume (2:1) at pinitial = 30.3 kPa and Tinitial = 583 K in a 10.2 cm diameter reactor.
At µg (Figure 1.2b), the cool flame initiates in the center of the flask and propagates
radially outward to the walls. These 1-D radially propagating flames are not com-
plicated by turbulent hydrodynamics and do not require an estimation of convective
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Figure 1.2: Cool flames as viewed from side camera at (a) 1g (−→g is downward) and
(b) µg. Time between sequential images is 1/10 s [Pearlman, 2000]. (Figure copyright
information—Appendix A)
heat transfer, h, as required by CSTR studies. In contrast, images of a 1g (terrestrial)
cool flame (Figure 1.2a) clearly demonstrate buoyancy’s effect as the flame initiates
at the top of the flask and propagates downward through the reactor and into a
continuously variable flow field established by the rise of less dense gas. Without
having to estimate the overall heat transfer coefficient and recognizing that diffusion
is well understood, the µg cool flames and low-temperature ignition studies provide
quantitative data for validation of 1-D models, such as the recently reported model
of Fairlie and co-workers [2005]. Additionally, such experiments and corresponding
models teach us how ignition occurs in the absence of gravity, and in some cases, it
occurs more readily in the absence of convective cooling. Such an understanding is
needed to improve safety in extraterrestrial and space environments.
1.3.2 Numerical
Seminal Work
The Semenov theory [Semenov, 1935] showed that the rate of oxidation depends
strongly on branching reactions, a key component of cool flame chemistry as will
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be shown later. One of the first attempts at modeling cool flames was by Frank-
Kamenetskii [1955] who based his proposal on the predator-prey problem. His model
proved unacceptable for the non-isothermal cool flames as its application assumes
an isothermal reaction. Sal’nikov [1949] presented the first model based on the
thermokinetic process of cool flames. The only reaction characteristic that the two-
step model captured was flame oscillations. Neither the models of Semenov and
Frank-Kamenetskii (thermal ignition) nor the two-step model of Sal’nikov are appro-
priate for non-isothermal cool flames as the complex low-temperature chemistry is
not included. To avoid non-isothermal issues and the associated convective flows, ad-
ditional studies were conducted by researchers including Zeld’ovich [Zeldovich et al.,
1985] on model systems like CS2-O2-N2, which are nearly isothermal and the kinetics
are well understood.
Thermal Based Kinetics
A major step in understanding cool flames came with Gray’s [Gray, 1969a; Yang
and Gray, 1969; Gray, 1969b] proposed thermokinetic theory followed by Gray and
Yang’s four-step global model [Gray, 1969a; Yang and Gray, 1969]. In the model,
each species has an assigned identity and each elementary step has designated kinetic
parameters (i.e., A, E, etc.). The steps include initiation, branching, propagation,
and termination. With a specific criteria imposed on the relative magnitudes of the
activation energies, the model successfully captures the cool flames’ periodicity, the
NTC region, and the lobes of the ignition diagram. The one major shortcoming of this
model is its limitation to only a four-step skeletal mechanism and does not include the
detailed chemistry or transport. Its derivation is not based on any particular chemical
scheme, although the kinetic parameters selected were to compare qualitatively with
acetaldehyde oxidation [Gray, 1969a].
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Further Kinetic Work (Acetaldehyde Oxidation)
Halstead and co-workers [1971] completed significant initial work on modeling ac-
etaldehyde oxidation. Using realistic kinetics, they were able to calculate multiple
cool flames, the NTC, and the ignition diagram with a detailed mechanism; how-
ever, the mechanism did not predict single-stage ignitions. A simplified mechanism
developed in the same study is not capable of illustrating the “lobes” (fine scale struc-
ture) of the ignition diagram (see Figure 1.3) due to a lack of secondary reactions.
Although this work’s main application was in engine-related conditions, Halstead and
co-workers did offer correlations to combustion at low pressures in closed vessels.
In 1984, Gibson and co-workers published results from a reduced scheme for ac-
etaldehyde that considers spontaneous ignition. Their 25 reaction model focuses on
the mechanism’s response at low pressures (<1 atm) and achieves beneficial results by
dividing the problem into three stages: initiation, oscillation, and transition to second
stage ignition. This model identifies up to five cool flames and the two-stage igni-
tion that can develop. In addition, the model illustrates well the temperature versus
time profiles for oscillating cool flames and their multiple stage ignitions. Gibson and
co-workers’ model was the first detailed numerical interpretation of multiple-stage
ignition. Two global kinetic mechanisms that also predict multiple-stage ignition are
Wang and Mou [1985] and Mu¨ller and co-workers [1992].
Adaptation of Gray and Yang Model
Following Gibson and co-workers’ work on acetaldehyde, two groups adapted Gray
and Yang’s model to explore the ignition patterns of acetaldehyde. Gonda and Gray
[1983] generated cool flame oscillations by allowing the ambient temperature to vary.
Wang and Mou [1985] added a branching reaction with high activation energy, which,
as in most skeletal mechanisms, does not identify key intermediate species. In both
18
Figure 1.3: A comparison of the ignition diagram boundaries for acetaldehyde oxida-
tion predicted by a detailed chemical kinetic model (solid lines) and a simplified model
(broken lines) [Halstead et al., 1971]. (Figure copyright information—Appendix A)
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cases, the number of variables in the coupled equations increases from two to three:
Gonda and Gray include time, while Wang and Mou consider the consumption of an
auto-catalytic intermediate species A.
Model for Spontaneous Ignition in Hydrocarbons
Halstead and co-workers [1975; 1977] also began initial work on a general model
for the spontaneous ignitions in hydrocarbons. Like their study on acetaldehyde
oxidation mentioned above, this work focused on engine-related issues. Cox and Cole
[1985] reduced Halstead and co-workers scheme to 18 steps, adjusting some of the
kinetic parameters to match the single-stage ignition delay in experiments. Hu and
Keck [1986; 1987] and Cowart and co-workers [1990] refined Cox and Cole’s model by
computing heat release of the reaction from the enthalpy change.
Multi-dimensional Modeling
The above-mentioned simulations do not include terms for species transport by
either diffusive fluxes or convection. In the multi-dimensional unstirred problem,
diffusive and convective terms must be added to the conservation of species and
energy equations and the conservation of momentum equation must also be solved.
These additional terms thus increase computational effort and time. The possibility
exists to include detailed chemical mechanisms in computational fluid dynamic codes,
but the geometry must remain simple in order to obtain results within a reasonable
time. Until computer speed increases enough to reduce the computational time,
Griffiths [1995] and others suggest that future studies focus on skeletal (or reduced)
mechanisms [Fairlie et al., 2005].
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Reactive-diffusive Models
At present, only two research groups have completed a theoretical or a numerical
investigation into the effects of thermal and mass diffusion in the low temperature
regime. Campbell and co-workers [2005a; 2005b], using the Sal’nikov mechanism,
investigated the temperature and species distributions as well as the phase differ-
ence between the temperature and the intermediate species of the reaction and the
time-scales on which characteristic velocity, concentration of the intermediate species,
and the temperature occur. Fairlie and co-workers [Fairlie et al., 2000; Fairlie and
Griffiths, 2002a,b] incorporated temporal and spatial considerations as well as related
thermokinetic data (i.e., Arrhenius parameters) to study cool flame development. An
investigation of the skeletal mechanism (a modified Gray-Yang mechanism) intro-
duced by Fairlie and co-workers [2000] is the numerical focus of this study.
1.4 Components of the Problem and Strategy for Investigation
1.4.1 Problem Components
The pure reactive-diffusive system can be studied by reducing gravity, which nearly
eliminates the complications due to convection. In addition, attention to the initial
conditions is necessary for quantitative comparison with numerical results.
Diffusive and convective terms added to the energy and species equations are
added to the existing 0-D model. Additionally, the inclusion of the incompressible
Navier-Stokes equation with the Boussinesq approximation is used to model the flow
field and is appropriate for weak reactions accompanied by relatively small tempera-
ture rises.
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1.4.2 Experimental Work Strategy
Natural convection can be suppressed in a microgravity environment. Therefore,
NASA’s KC-135A, which achieves ±5e−2g for approximately 23 s, provides a con-
venient platform to run experiments, even though conducting the experiments in a
microgravity environment is challenging. Note that the majority of tests were of rich
premixed propane and oxygen at subatmospheric pressures.
A Mallard and Le Chatlier [1880] unstirred, static, closed apparatus was used. The
limitations of the apparatus and technique, with specific attention to establishing the
initial conditions are discussed in Section 2.4.
1.4.3 Numerical Work Strategy
This study qualitatively extends Fairlie and co-workers’ [2000] refinement of the
Gray and Yang model in two dimensions. In addition, empirical data gathered from
cool flames at different gravity levels provides benchmark data for comparison to the
model. Diffusive and convective terms added to the energy and species equations allow
the application of the model to a 2-D, unstirred domain. By varying the gravitational
acceleration to 0g, 0.16g—Lunar, 0.38g—Martian, and 1g—Earth gravity, the effects
of gravity, i.e., Rayleigh number (Section 1.5), on the reaction characteristics can
be investigated without changing the chemistry or other parameters. As noted in
Section 1.3.2, the Gray and Yang model is not based on any particular chemical
scheme. As a result, comparisons between the model and the experimental results
are qualitative. Future work will consider a reduced mechanism specifically developed
for propane oxidation [Gupta et al., 2006].
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1.5 Natural Convection and Diffusive Transport
1.5.1 Convective Heat Transfer
Convection can be forced or natural (free). Forced convection is an external or
internal flow induced by an imposed pressure difference that results in a bulk motion
of gas, while natural or free convection occurs due to density differences within a
medium in the presence of an external body force, e.g., gravity.
1.5.2 Convection in a Static Reactor
In this study, the entry flow of gaseous reactants into the unstirred reactor is
driven by the pressure differential between the gas storage sample and the evacuated
reactor. The convective heat transfer from the walls to the flowing gas heats the gas
from its initial temperature (ambient temperature) to the reactor wall temperature
(see Section 2.4 on obtaining thermal equilibrium), while the turbulence generated
upon gas entry decays and the reactor fills to a prescribed initial pressure. Once the
gas flow slows sufficiently, the primary mode of heat transfer is conduction. Note
that an initially quiescent mixture is desired to simplify the initial conditions, avoid
complexities in the temperature and species distributions, and focus on the reactive-
diffusive couplings. Scaling estimates of the viscous time are on the order of R2/ν
(R—radius of the reactor, 5.1 cm; ν—kinematic viscosity, 1 cm/s), which ranges from
19 to 76 s for pressures in the range of 20.7 and 82.7 kPa at 593 K and Pr = 1.
As the reaction rate increases, the heat generated leads to a non-uniform tem-
perature and density distribution within the reactor volume. At Earth gravity, the
density gradient is unstable in the upper half of the reactor and free convection oc-
curs within the flask [Barnard and Harwood, 1974], which affects the distribution of
heat and species thus complicating the structure and stability of the reaction. Such
conditions have not previously been modeled or analytically analyzed for cool flames
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and other low temperature modes of reaction, i.e., dark reaction, multi-stage ignition,
single-stage ignition. As noted in the Previous Work section, researchers use CSTRs
to combat the problem of free convection, achieve 0-D models, and focus attention
on the chemistry. Now, with reasonable mechanisms, the first step towards extending
0-D models to real-world cases is to examine a 1-D reaction and then extend the 1-D
case to 2-D by including the roles of conduction (diffusion) and convection [Fairlie
et al., 2000].
1.5.3 Critical Rayleigh Number
To characterize the relative importance of convection versus diffusion, the Rayleigh
Number (Ra), i.e., the Grashof number (Gr), the ratio of buoyant and viscous forces,
multiplied by the Prandtl number (Pr), the ratio of momentum and thermal diffusiv-
ity, has been used by other researchers [Tyler, 1966; Fine et al., 1970] to quantify the
conditions for the onset of natural convection in a spherical reactor. The Rayleigh
number is:
Ra = GrPr =
βg(∆T )R3
να
(1.1)
In this equation, g represents the gravitational acceleration (m/s2); β, the volumetric
expansion coefficient (1/K); ∆T , the temperature difference between the center of
the flask and the wall (K); R, the length scale (in this case, the radius; m); ν, the
kinematic viscosity (m2/s); and α, the thermal diffusivity (m2/s).
Tyler [1966] first investigated the onset of convection in a spherical reactor asso-
ciated with self-heating of non-isothermal reactions. Empirically, Tyler determined
that free convection initiates when Ra & 600 by comparing the measured tempera-
ture difference between the center gas and the wall with the computed temperature
difference if conduction was the only transport mechanism. The various Ra were
obtained by using two different spherical volumes with different inert gases. His data
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Figure 1.4: Tyler’s plot of Rayleigh number (R) versus relative temperature change of
the center of a spherical reactor to determine the transition from conduction to convec-
tion dominated transport [Tyler, 1966]. (Figure copyright information—Appendix A)
is reproduced in Figure 1.4 and plots Rayleigh number (R) versus the ratio of the
calculated (based on a pure conduction model) and observed differences in the gas
temperature at the wall and at the center of the vessel. The different symbols indicate
the inert gas used and the corresponding vessel volume.
Experimentally, Ra < 600 was obtained by decreasing the size of the reactor
vessel as well as by going to lower pressures and to mixtures with higher thermal
diffusivities (i.e., Ra ∼ p2 and Ra ∼ ∆T ). Fine and co-workers [1970] also found that
their experiments met the criteria formed by Tyler, observing natural convection
above Ra = 650 as determined by the non-symmetric vertical temperature profile in
the reactor. They also observed symmetric temperature profiles below the critical Ra
implying that conduction dominates the transport of heat and species for Ra . 650
and convection alters the profiles for Ra & 650.
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1.6 Combustion Chemistry
The following skeletal chemistry of low and intermediate temperature propane
combustion gives a brief overview of the chemical mechanism associated with cool
flames, which result from competing reactions that change as a function of tempera-
ture. Figure 1.5 shows a schematic of the reaction paths for low-temperature alkane
oxidation.
1.6.1 Initiation
With only the fuel and oxidizer available, the first reaction is a hydrogen abstrac-
tion from the propane.
C3H8 +O2 → C˙3H7 +HO˙2 (1.2)
This first reaction is endothermic. As the reaction continues, the temperature in-
creases as RO2 forms by O2 addition to the propyl radical (Reaction 1.5) and together
with the hydroperoxyl radical from Reaction 1.2 attacks the initial fuel in exothermic
reactions.
C3H8 +HO˙2 → C˙3H7 +H2O2 (1.3)
C3H8 +RO˙2 → C˙3H7 +ROOH (1.4)
Reaction of the O˙H radical with propane is much less prevalent at the lower temper-
atures in this study and therefore not included here.
1.6.2 Propagation
The propyl radicals’ reaction with oxygen propagates the reaction.
C˙3H7 +O2 ⇋ RO˙2 (1.5)
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Where, ui = unimolecular initiation; bi = bimolecular initiation; ad = Addition of a free radical
on an unsaturated molecule; adox = Addition of a free radical on oxygen; is = Isomerization of a
free radical; bs = Unimolecular decomposition of a free radical by betascission; or = Unimolecular
decomposition of a free radical to an oxygenated ring (cycloether); ox = H-abstraction of a free radical
by oxygen; me = H-abstraction of a molecule by a free radical; co = Combination of two free radicals;
and dis = Disproportionation of two free radicals.
Figure 1.5: Schematic of alkane low temperature hydrocarbon oxidation path-
ways [Glaude et al., 2000]. (Figure copyright information—Appendix A)
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C˙3H7 +O2 → C3H6 +HO˙2 (1.6)
Wilk and co-workers [1986] point out that Reaction 1.5 is rapidly reversible above
473 K, which allows Reaction 1.6 to compete with Reaction 1.5 above about 573 K.
This competition results in the oscillation of cool flames. Further discussion about
the propagation’s role with branching mechanisms continues in the next section.
1.6.3 Branching
The branching route begins by H -abstraction from the fuel
HO˙2 +RH → HOOH + R˙ (1.7)
followed by isomerization via an internal H atom transfer/abstraction.
ROO˙ → Q˙OOH (1.8)
The hydroperoxides from Reaction 1.7 and 1.8 can then decompose to two hydroxyl
radicals or just one hydroxyl and an alkoxy:
HOOH → 2O˙H (1.9)
Q˙OOH → R˙O + O˙H (1.10)
The branching chain in Reaction 1.10 accelerates the overall reaction, causing a rapid
temperature and pressure rise. Yet, as the temperature increases, the ROOH produc-
tion in Reaction 1.8 declines due to the reversibility of Reaction 1.5 and the resulting
lack of R˙O2. Since Reaction 1.6 becomes more prevalent than Reaction 1.5, along with
the increasing importance of alternative reactions (isomerization, decomposition), the
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presence of R˙O2 diminishes rapidly.
Another important reaction is the formation of aldehyde.
RO˙ → aldehyde+ C˙H3 (1.11)
C˙H3 is a fragment, or alkyl-radical, of the original fuel molecule. This reaction
eventually creates formaldehyde, which researchers believe, when excited, to be the
main contributor to the blue, near 400 nm, light emission seen from cool flames
[Kondratiev, 1936; Ubbelohde, 1935].
Finally, other reactions of note produce alcohols and water, respectively.
R˙O +RH → ROH + R˙ (1.12)
H˙O +RH → HOH + R˙ (1.13)
1.6.4 Termination
The assumption that the walls of the reactor vessel are inert (i.e., no gas-solid
phase reactions) limits consideration to only homogeneous terminations. The possible
reactions, due to radical recombination, are as follows:
2RO˙2 → stable products (1.14)
RO2 + H˙O2 → ROOH +O2 (1.15)
2H˙O2 → HOOH +O2 (1.16)
Baldwin and Walker [1973] confirm this termination scheme is important in the tem-
perature range of cool flames.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP, METHODOLOGY, AND LIMITATIONS
2.1 Introduction
For direct comparison, experiments were conducted using the same hardware in
the laboratory and aboard NASA’s microgravity airplane. The rig (furnace, gas cart,
vacuum system) is mobile for loading and unloading from the plane as well moving to
and from the laboratory. Specifications for the rig and the data acquisition software
are given, followed by the operating procedure for setting up and conducting the
experiments.
2.2 Experimental Apparatus
2.2.1 Hardware
Design and Construction of the Gas and Furnace Carts
Richard Chapek, a NASA technician, and co-workers designed and constructed
the experimental apparatuses. The hardware shown in Figure 2.1 consists of two main
parts: a gas mixing and delivery system (gas cart) and a furnace cart that includes
an oven, controller, and National Instruments data acquisition hardware. (The dry
scroll pump, for use on the KC-135, is positioned on the floor to the right of the gas
cart.) This equipment, when used on Earth and on the KC-135 flights, enables the
acquisition of the necessary data (i.e., temperature, pressure, optical access, etc.) at
Earth gravity, partial gravity, and microgravity.
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Figure 2.1: Photograph of the furnace (left) and gas carts (the regulation side of the
gas cart faces the furnace) mounted on their transport bases.
Gas Cart
Each side of the gas cart has a specific purpose—gas mixing, regulation, delivery,
and storage. The gas cart provides separate systems for mixing, delivery, and storage
of premixed gases.
Mixing Side of Cart To obtain accurate non-contaminated premixtures for test-
ing, four separate gas lines on the mixing side of the cart (Figure 2.2) allow regulation
of a fuel, an oxidizer, and two inerts (normally, Helium and Nitrogen). A sufficient gas
mixture is desirable in order to conduct several tests of a selected mixture. There-
fore, one-gallon cylinders connect to the mixing system for storage purposes via a
SwagelokTM quick-connect and a flex-line hose and are filled to 689.5 kPa. Calcula-
tions based on the desired equivalence ratio provide the gas partial pressures necessary
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Figure 2.2: Photograph of the mixing side of gas cart.
for filling the cylinder via partial pressure mixing. Three in-line pressure transducers
(0–69 kPa, 0–172 kPa, 0–689.5 kPa) monitor the pressure during mixing with differ-
ent ranges to improve the accuracy of the mixture. Each transducer has an accuracy
of ±0.11% Full Scale. Once filled and disconnected, a cylinder remains undisturbed
to allow sufficient time for diffusion to homogenize the mixture (see Section 2.3 for
more details).
Storage Side of Cart The storage side of the cart (Figure 2.3) provides quick-
connects, ball valves, and pressure gauges in order to safely fill the Nitrogen and
Helium storage cylinders. Note that the N2 cylinder is used to actuate the pneumatic
solenoids, which are used for any line through which a flammable premixture may
flow.
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Figure 2.3: Photograph of the storage side of gas cart.
Regulation Side of Cart The regulating side of the cart (Figure 2.4) has reg-
ulators and high pressure gauges (0.101–20.786 MPa) for the on-cart Nitrogen and
Helium supplies. The Nitrogen, regulated to 551 kPa, actuates the pneumatic solenoid
valves. The Helium is provided to enable the operator to purge the system as neces-
sary and as a safety measure (extinguishing agent) should the flammable fuel-oxidizer
premixture ignite within the gas delivery system. Additional attachments to the reg-
ulating side include the power controllers and signal processing hardware detailed
later in this chapter.
Delivery Side of Cart To store the premixed gas for testing aboard NASA’s KC-
135, four 300 cc stainless-steel sampling cylinders are situated on the delivery side
of the cart. Dial pressure gages for each cylinder measure and indicate the bottle
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Figure 2.4: Photograph of the regulation side of gas cart.
pressure (Figure 2.5). During testing, the operator fills a 50 cc sample cylinder from
the 300 cc cylinders using a vacuum-sealed needle valve to meter the gas. A pressure
transducer connected to the sample cylinder is used to read the internal 50 cc sample
pressure. A pneumatic solenoid valve at the exit of the sample cylinder is one of two
in-line valves that separates the reactor from the gas sample. The delivery side of the
cart also provides access to two VCR’s used for recording orthogonal flame images.
Top of Cart During testing, the operator monitors and controls various experimen-
tal operations (opening and closing of valves and monitoring gas pressures, furnace
temperature, and three components of acceleration) via a laptop computer (attached
with Velcro for reduced-gravity testing) and a video monitor on the top of gas cart.
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Figure 2.5: Photograph of the delivery side of gas cart.
Furnace Cart
The furnace cart (left side of Figure 2.1) consists of a 0–600◦C oven, its controller,
and data-acquisition hardware. The oven has resistive heating elements in the rear
and top panels as well as an internal mixing fan to circulate the heated air. A small
diameter hole in the door of the oven provides access for the reactor vessel’s neck and,
therefore, gas introduction to the reaction system. A pressure transducer measures
the flask pressure at the opening to the flask’s neck i.d. on the cold side of the oven
door. A thermocouple rake, inserted through the neck of the flask, measures the
radial, horizontal temperature distribution, if used. It has five type-K (conservative
accuracy—±2.2◦C; response time constant—0.6 s, for 100% rise [OMEGA Technical
Support, personal communication, July 12, 2006]), 0.51 mm diameter thermocouples
spaced 1.3 cm apart, with the first bead located at the center of the flask.
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2.2.2 Hardware Specifications
Together, the gas and furnace carts are a Mallard-Le Chatlier static, unstirred
appartus [1880] (see Figure 2.6), which allows both terrestrial and reduced-gravity
testing to be conducted with the same equipment.
The gas and furnace carts are structurally rugged and satisfy the specific require-
ments of NASA’s KC-135 aircraft microgravity program. Any rig flown on the plane
must be designed to endure various g-forces applied in different directions. Specifi-
cally, the loads that need to be withstood are the following: forward—9g, aft—3g,
down—6g, lateral—2g, and up—2g [Yaniec, 2002].
Figure 2.6: Schematic diagram of the Mallard-Le Chatlier based experimental appa-
ratus [Pearlman, 2000].
The flask in which the reactions take place is a spherical fused-silica vessel with an
internal diameter of 10.2 cm and a 3 mm thick wall. The neck, which passes through
the door (see Figure 2.7), has a 6 mm i.d. throughhole, 30.5 cm long.
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Figure 2.7: Photograph of the spherical reactor with neck passing through oven door.
A random sampling of temperature measurements within the oven indicates that
the temperature uniformity within the oven is ±10 K throughout its operating range
(293–873 K) [Pearlman, 2000].
Two intensified CCD cameras monitor the reaction. A Xybion (Model 232374)
camera acquires the top view and a Hamamatsu ICCD C5909 monitors the orthogonal
side view. Figure 2.8 shows the spectral response for the cameras [Xybion: Rita L.
Cognion at ZIN Technologies, personal communication, December 15 2005; HAMA-
MATSU, 2000]. Both cameras have peak sensitivity near 400 nm—the Hamamatsu
at approximately 410 nm and the Xybion at approximately 450 nm. The installation
of two three-pane windows (each pane: 0.32 cm thick and 7.5 cm square) on the top
and right side of the oven allows the imaging and recording of reactions by the two
cameras. Each pane is spaced approximately 1.3 cm apart to reduce heat loss through
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(a) Hamamatsu C5909 (side camera)
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(b) Xybion (top camera)
Figure 2.8: Spectral responses of the low-light intensified cameras (see text for refer-
ences).
the windows and thus improve the internal temperature uniformity.
The gas pressures during mixing, test preparation, and the reaction are measured
by Setra Model 204 transducers. The transducer measuring the flask pressure has a
range of 0–172 kPa with an accuracy of ±0.19 kPa. (The pressure in the flask is the
only pressure recorded during a test.) A National Instruments (NI) DAQCard-AI-
16XE-50 converts the 0–5 V output from the pressure transducers and thermocouple
signal conditioners to a digital signal and sends it to the LabVIEWTM routine. A
NI FieldPoint FP-1000 communicates digital output control from the LabVIEWTM
routine.
An ALCATEL Pascal 2010 SD rotary vane pump connected to the system evac-
uates the reactor flask after each test and achieves a minimum base-pressure of
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0.001 kPa. A BOC Edwards GVSP30 dry scroll pump is also available for reduced-
gravity testing when lubricants cannot be used. It also achieves 0.001 kPa.
On-cart gas storage consists of two one-gallon high-pressure (10.3 MPa) cylinders
providing Nitrogen to actuate the pneumatic valves and Helium for inert gas to purge
gas lines as necessary. Note that pneumatic valves, rather than electrically actuated
solenoid valves, are used to minimize the risk of ignition. Any flammable mixture is
therefore routed through a N2-actuated pneumatic valve.
2.2.3 Data Acquisition Procedure
National Instruments’ LabVIEWTM gives the operator the ability to monitor the
data in real-time while storing all data of interest. The code provides pressure and
temperature information at various points in the system and plots reactor pressure,
thermocouple temperature, and oven temperature versus time during testing.
Figure 2.9 is a screenshot of the interface the operator uses during testing. Starting
with the Sample Cylinder in the upper left portion, pressure transducer FHX041 and
FHX042 (at higher initial pressures) measure the pressure in the sample cylinder prior
to injection. While filling the sample cylinder and after the previous test, the Oven
valve FHX053, in the Reactor section, is open allowing the products of the previous
test to be evacuated to a base-pressure of 0.003 kPa (or below).
To initiate a test, the operator clicks the INITIATE PARABOLA button, which
starts recording of the data and sets the ‘Test #’ to the next in sequence. (The ‘Test
#’ is appended to the end of the data file name.) Watching the vertical component
of the accelerometer, ACC003, for the selected g-level for this test, the operator
opens the Fire Valve, in the Reactor section, which opens a pneumatic solenoid at
the exit from the gas cart allowing the premixed charge to fill the reactor. As the
pressure in the flask reaches the desired initial pressure test conditions as indicated by
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Figure 2.9: Screenshot of the LabVIEW control of DAQ interface.
FHX060, the operator closes the Oven valve, isolating the premixure in the reactor,
followed by closure of the Fire Valve. During the test, the pressure can be monitored
either by FHX060 or on the Strip Chart. TMP001 and TMP002 monitor the furnace
temperature and FHX054–058 monitor the internal gas temperature using input from
the thermocouples.
When the test is completed, the operator opens the Oven valve and manually
opens a vacuum valve on the delivery side of the cart. The V006 box displays the
pressure in the transport lines and reactor, which evacuates the flask and transport
lines to 4.0 Pa.
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2.3 Experimental Procedure
As discussed in Section 1.5, transport via buoyant convection and diffusion has
a significant effect on the reactive-diffusive structure and its temporal behavior, yet
nearly all models to date do not include transport and are taken to be spatially homo-
geneous. To systematically vary the relative importance of convection and diffusion,
i.e., the Rayleigh number, tests at Earth gravity, partial gravity, and micrograv-
ity provide a testbed in which to study cool flames and better understand the role
of diffusive and thermal transport on ignition time, ignition location, and pressure
rise. The Microgravity Combustion Laboratory at Drexel University’s Frederic O.
Hess Laboratory was the primary location for ground-based testing. Flights aboard
NASA’s KC-135 reduced-gravity aircraft at the Glenn Research Center at Lewis Field
in Cleveland, Ohio, provided the platform for all of the reduced and partial gravity
tests. By free-falling during parabolic trajectories (see Figure 2.10), the plane simu-
lated gravity levels less than the Earth’s.
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Figure 2.10: Flight trajectory of the KC-135 microgravity aircraft.
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To begin the parabola, the pilot flies a 45 degree pull-up where the g-level rises
to 1.8g for approximately 40 s. Prior to the apex of the parabola (approximately
32,000 ft), the pilot throttles back the engines and puts the aircraft into a con-
trolled free-fall (achieving microgravity). As the plane approaches the bottom of the
parabolic trajectory/minimum altitude (approximately 24,000 ft), the pilot throttles
the engines and begins another pull-up. Approximately 40 such parabolas are flown
sequentially.
Flying other specified parabolic trajectories allows the simulation of reduced grav-
ity (Martian or Lunar gravity). The higher the g-level desired the longer the parabola
duration.
2.3.1 Partial Pressure Mixing of Reactants
The premixtures used are mixed by partial pressure. To mix a batch of gas, after
evacuating the transport lines with the vacuum pump, a gallon cylinder is filled with
the fuel to 344.8 kPa for a 1:1 by volume mixture using a needle valve to control the
flow and a pressure transducer to monitor the cylinder pressure. By evacuating the
transport line a second time and then pressurizing the gallon cylinder to 689.5 kPa
with oxidizer, the rich mixture avoids passing through stoichometry. The gallon
cylinder mixture then remains undisturbed for several days to allow the mixture to
become homogeneous. For 293 K and 689.5 kPa, the diffusion time for propane into
oxygen, based on a scaling estimate of tdiff = L
2/Dij where L is the axial length of
the cylinder, 0.63 m, and Dij is the binary mass diffusion coefficient of oxygen into
propane, 1.56e−6 m2/s, or vice versa, is 71 hours (≈ 3 days).
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2.3.2 Pre-test
To fill the four 300 cc storage cylinders, the vacuum pump evacuates the flex line
hose attaching the one-gallon cylinder to the gas mixing cart, the transport lines, and
the storage cylinders to 4.0 Pa. The one-gallon cylinder is then used to fill the 300 cc
on-board cylinders. After disconnecting the gallon cylinder, the operator fills the
50 cc sample cylinder to a pressure of approximately three times the desired initial
gas pressure in the flask. The factor of three is required due to differences in volumes
including the transport lines, sample cylinder, and reaction flask. While filling the
sample cylinder and after completing a test, the vacuum pump evacuates the products
and remaining reactants from the reaction vessel and transport lines.
2.3.3 Testing
Once a test is ready to start, the operator initiates data recording, starts visual
recording, and closes the vacuum valve. With the heated reaction flask evacuated
to less than 6.7 Pa, the opening of the solenoid valve at the exit from the gas cart
(Fire Valve) allows the contents of the sample cylinder to rapidly fill the flask. Once
the flask fills to the desired pressure, the operator closes the solenoid at the furnace
(Oven valve) to isolate the reactor. The operator monitors the reaction; the computer
records the pressure, temperature, and acceleration data; and the VCR’s record the
visible light emissions from the intensified cameras. After the reaction achieves a
final equilibrium on Earth or the KC-135 aircraft pulls out of free-fall during reduced-
gravity testing, the operator opens the Fire and Oven valves to evacuate the reactor
in preparation for the next test.
Ideally, the flask should be flushed with inert gas several times to remove any
residual partially oxidized and product species from the preceding test prior to the
start of the next test. In order to maximize the number of tests while on the plane,
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the operators evacuated the products from the flask but did not flush the reactor with
an inert.
2.4 Limitations of Static Reactor Testing
In all static reactor experiments, the initial conditions must be established within
a small fraction of the first induction period to ensure that the experimental results
are not obscured by residual gas motion and the temperature and pressure have
equilibrated. The times required to achieve quiescence, thermal equilibration, and
pressure equilibration are described below as well as issues associated with test ini-
tiation. For a detailed review of static reactor testing and limitations, refer to the
paper by Barnard and Harwood [1974].
2.4.1 Initial Quiescent Flow
Because of the rapid injection of the premixed gas into the reactor vessel, a tur-
bulent flow exists in the flask as it fills. Initially, the flow is choked and then, in this
case, unchokes as the ratio Pupstream
Pdownstream
drops below approximately two. The hydrody-
namic field must be quiescent within a small fraction of the induction period. When
convection is unimportant, flow acceleration, pressure gradients, and body forces are
negligible. These assumptions reduce the Navier-Stokes equation to ρ δu
δt
= µ δ
2u
δx2
. Solv-
ing for time, viscous dissipation (tviscous) occurs on a time scale given by R
2/ν, where
R is the characteristic size and ν is the kinematic viscosity. For equimolar propane-
oxygen at 20 kPa and 600 K, ν = 1.4e−4 m2/s; thus, tviscous ≈ R
2/ν = 12.7 s, roughly
half of the measured induction period. In all data reported, this viscous time remains
roughly 50% of the induction period.
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Figure 2.11: Temperature history showing preheat times for C3H8:N2 (1.1:1) premix-
tures (P1−4 = 26.9, 39.3, 53.1, and 66.9 kPa, Twall = 578 K).
Figure 2.12: The time constant associated with preheating for different initial pres-
sures (P1−4 = 13.8, 27.6, 55.1, 65.5 kPa) at Twall = 578 K.
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2.4.2 Temperature Equilibrium
The time required for thermal equilibrium was previously determined by inject-
ing propane-nitrogen mixtures into a preheated, evacuated vessel while monitoring
the temperature in the vessel. Figure 2.11 is a plot showing the center tempera-
ture for four different prescribed pressures at terrestrial conditions measured with
a 0.127 mm diameter type-K thermocouple that has a response time approximately
equal to 0.1 s. Prior to gas injection, the thermocouple is heated radiatively from the
heated vessel and furnace. When the premixture is introduced, gas expansion and the
lower gas entry temperature cool the thermocouple. The temperature then increases
exponentially due to conductive heating. The ratio of the change in temperature
∆T = (T − Twall), where T is the temperature at the center of the reactor, to the
initial temperature excess ∆To = (To − Twall), where To is the initial temperature of
reactants before entering the reactor, as a function of time is plotted in Figure 2.12.
The average time constant, τavg, obtained from a curve fit of the form exp(−t/τ) is
6.5 s, showing little (if any) dependence on the initial pressure.
2.4.3 Pressure Equilibrium
The time for pressure equilibrium depends on the pressure differential between
the cold reactants and the hot vessel, the size of the vessel, the losses in the system
that depend on the diameter and length of the interconnecting tubing, the valve sizes,
and the gas flow path (e.g., pressure drops in tubing and at bends). While there are
several contributing factors, the measured time for pressure equilibration ranges from
2 to 5 s (when clogging by soot is not an issue) for pressures ≤ 82.7 kPa as seen in
Figures 3.5–3.11, while the induction periods range from 4 to 80 s depending on initial
temperature, initial pressure, and the gravity level. After many tests, soot deposits
on the wall of the transport lines restricts the gas entry/exit flow. When clogging
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Figure 2.13: Accelerations, normalized to Earth’s gravitational acceleration, acting
on the testing apparatus through two parabolic cycles.
was not an issue, the fill-time was about one-third (or less) of the induction period.
2.4.4 Test Initiation
The only difference in experimental conditions between the laboratory and KC-135
flight tests is the effective gravitational acceleration. During lab testing, the gravity
level remains constant at 1g (9.8 m/s2). Conversely, on the KC-135, each parabolic
cycle goes through a range of g-levels, 10−2g (0.098 m/s2) to 1.8g (17.64 m/s2).
Figure 2.13 shows the normalized accelerations acting on the test setup on the KC-
135 where, relative to the plane, the X direction is fore and aft, the Y direction is
side to side, and Z direction is vertical (up/down). In addition, for microgravity
tests, each cycle allows approximately 23 s of available test time at the set point
g-level. In order to maximize test time at partial and reduced g-levels, the operator
anticipates the plane’s entrance into testing by visual observation of the accelerometer
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Figure 2.14: Pressure history and acceleration data for a late 10−2g cool flame occur-
ring with Tinitial = 593 K.
data indicated on the computer display and a separate z-axis accelerometer on the
plane. As seen in Figure 2.14, the manually-controlled introduction of gas begins
close to the point where the plane begins its free-fall and g-level is near zero. Tests
initiated before the g-level stabilized and after attaining the desired gravity exhibited
negligible differences when conducted at the same temperature and pressure.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3.1 Introduction
In the following sections, flame imaging, pressure histories, temperature histories,
and ignition diagrams for an equimolar propane-oxygen mixture explore the role of
temperature, pressure, and gravitational acceleration on cool flame induction time(s),
pressure histories, and light emission, in addition to the characteristics of the reaction
modes (i.e., slow reaction, multi-stage ignition, single-stage ignition).
3.2 Experimental Conditions and Completion
3.2.1 Experimental Conditions
All tests reported had initial flask and wall temperatures in the range of 593–
623 K and pressures in the range of 20.7–96.5 kPa. All tests were conducted in a
10.2 cm i.d. (555 cm3) reaction vessel with a 1:1 by volume pre-mixture of propane
and oxygen, unless otherwise indicated. The propane and the oxygen gas purity is
99.5% and 99.994%, respectively.
Terrestrial (1g) testing allows for extended test times as compared to those in
microgravity and reduced-gravity environments. As discussed, the KC-135 has a
flight path that allows approximately 23 s for microgravity (10−2g); 30 s for Lunar
gravity (0.16g); and 35 s for Martian gravity (0.38g). The plot in Figure 2.14 shows
how limited test time on the KC-135 results in testing complexities. The cool flame
that develops at 25 s occurs as the plane is pulling out of free-fall and the effective
g-level increases. Therefore, subsequent analysis must consider the possible onset
of natural convection on the cool flame for times outside of the free-fall window.
Section 2.4.4 gives more details on how operators managed this issue. Note also that
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most investigators with experiments on the KC-135 desire near-zero gravity parabolas;
therefore, only a few partial gravity tests are flown each flight day.
Prior to the start of each test week on the KC-135, the spherical quartz reactor
is cleaned with an aqueous solution of ammonium bifluoride, (NH4)HF2, to mini-
mize surface effects and soot deposits and improve reproducibility [Timokhin and
Komarova, 1985].
3.2.2 Reaction Completion
Airborne and ground-based testing have different criteria for reaction completion.
During flights on the KC-135, the time for which the desired gravity conditions are
maintained defines the allowable test time. For 1g tests that exhibit either cool flames,
multi-stage ignition, or single-stage ignition, the stabilization of the pressure in the
flask following the reaction defines completion. If no evidence of a cool flame (no
rapid pressure rise or visible emission) is observed, the operator ends the test after
15 minutes.
The fluctuations in the reduced and partial g-levels, called g-jitter, are due to
mechanical and aerodynamically-induced vibrations on the KC-135 during free-fall.
The effect of this motion is unclear though the small accelerations can conceivably
stir the reaction by creating a periodic (or perhaps more random) convective flow.
3.3 Visual Imaging
3.3.1 Introduction
The main source of light emission from cool flames is excited formaldehyde [Kon-
dratiev, 1936; Ubbelohde, 1935], which emits strongly near 396 nm [Kondratiev, 1936].
In cool flames, especially those fueled by lower molecular weight hydrocarbons (e.g.,
propane), the light intensity is very weak. To best view and record the weak emis-
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Figure 3.1: Cool flame pressure histories; letters refer to the corresponding images in
(c) and (d): A - left, B - center, and C - right. Images enhanced for clarity.
sion, all intensified camera imaging was unfiltered and ungated. If filtered, the light
transmission is reduced by roughly a factor of 50% and the sensitivity of the cameras
was insufficent to image the flames. This section compares visible flame emissions to
pressure data and considers visible flame propagation in the reactor.
3.3.2 Visible Light Emission and Pressure History
To better understand when visible flame emission begins, Figure 3.1 compares
visible flame front position to flask pressure. As the pressure starts to rise in the
10−2g case (Tinitial = 593 K, pinitial = 82.7 kPa; Figure 3.1a), the flame initiates in
the center of the flask; propagates radially outward as the pressure rises; and begins to
extinguish near the wall as the pressure peaks. (In other tests, the flame extinguishes
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as it contracts inward after its approach to the wall.) The 1g case (Tinitial = 593 K,
pinitial = 53.1 kPa) shows that the light emission initiates after the pressure increases.
It then propagates through the center of the flask as the pressure peaks and approaches
the bottom of the flask as the pressure decreases.
Considering the progression of the reaction at the bottom of the pressure rise,
the branching reaction (Equation 1.10) creates more radicals and possibly releases
heat along with other exothermic reactions. As the reaction continues, the pressure
rises due to the increase in temperature and perhaps an increase in the number of
molecules. The temperature increases since the heat generated by the branching
reaction is greater than the heat loss to the reactor walls. As the gas temperature in-
creases, the chemistry changes (see Section 1.6), radicals are consumed by terminating
reactions, and the lack of branching reactions slows the rate of heat generation; thus,
when the heat loss exceeds the heat generation, the temperature decreases. Note that
the pressure after a typical cool flame at 1g almost returns to the pressure prior to
the cool flame, in contrast to the µg case where the post-flame pressure is appreciably
higher than the initial pressure.
3.3.3 Flame Front Motion
Introduction
For a better understanding of the flame front motion, the following discussion
considers Figures 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4—visual records taken at microgravity, Martian
gravity, and Earth gravity, respectively. As stated before, the visible emission from
the propane cool flames is very weak. Image enhancements were therefore performed
to brighten the image, providing better print reproduction. Though quantitative
analysis of the effect of convection is not possible through imaging the visible emission
alone, the visual light emission allows qualitative inference of the convective behavior
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Figure 3.2: Frames of a cool flame front passing through the flask at 10−2g. Time
lapse between sequential images is approximately 1/3 s. Images enhanced for clarity.
Figure 3.3: Frames of cool flame front passing through the flask at 0.38g. Time lapse
between sequential images is 1/3 s. Images enhanced for clarity.
of the reacting gas.
Microgravity Flame Motion
Visual inspection of a cool flame at reduced-gravity (Figure 3.2) suggests no con-
vection effects. The emitted light initiates at the center of the flask, its brightest
region, and propagates spherically outward towards the wall. Note that this cool
flame was the initial stage of a multi-stage ignition. Figure 3.7b shows the pressure
history of the emission with an initial pressure and temperature of 68.9 kPa and
613 K, respectively.
Martian Gravity Flame Motion
At Martian gravity—0.38g (Figure 3.3)—the influence of convection is clear as
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Figure 3.4: Frames of cool flame front passing through the flask at 1g. Time lapse
between sequential images is 1/3 s. Images enhanced for clarity.
light emission initiates at the top of the flask and propagates downwards, increasing
and decreasing in radial extent as it moves to the bottom of the flask. Figure 3.10a
illustrates the pressure history for this test with an initial pressure and temperature
of 53.8 kPa and 593 K.
Earth Gravity Flame Motion
The Ra associated with cool flames at 1g is on the order of 104–106, such that
convection is apparent at Earth gravity as seen in Figure 3.4. The light emission
initiates and propagates in the same manner as the flame at Martian gravity. With
an initial pressure and temperature of 53.1 kPa and 593 K, the pressure history is
shown in the first spike (maximum pressure rise) in Figure 3.11a.
3.4 Pressure Histories
The following sections discuss the effect of pressure on the reaction mode and
changes to the induction time with varying gravitational acceleration. Test weeks in
which reduced and partial gravity cases were run include the following: March 11–14,
2003; May 13–15, 2003; and August 3–6, 2004. Note that in the pressure history
plots, the pressure transducer clips any pressure which exceeds its full-scale range,
>172 kPa.
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Figure 3.5: Pressure histories at Tinitial = 593 K for µg experiments. The vertical, z-
acceleration data at bottom (with symbols) corresponds with the dotted line pressure
history.
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Figure 3.6: Pressure histories at Tinitial = 603 K for µg experiments. The vertical, z-
acceleration data at bottom (with symbols) corresponds with the dotted line pressure
history.
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Figure 3.7: Pressure histories at Tinitial = 613 K for µg experiments.
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Figure 3.8: Pressure histories at Tinitial = 623 K for µg experiments. The acceleration
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similar color.
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3.4.1 Microgravity Pressure Histories
Figures 3.5–3.8 are the pressure histories acquired using an equimolar C3H8:O2
mixture at temperatures equal to 593 K, 603 K, 613 K, and 623 K, respectively.
Each curve corresponds to an individual test. To ensure repeatability, pressure histo-
ries are obtained from two separate reduced-gravity flights in (a) March of 2003 and
(b) August of 2004. A comparison of the reaction mode (i.e., dark reaction, single
or multiple cool flames, single- or two-stage ignition) is made for similar pressures.
As shown, microgravity experiments exhibit the same modes of reaction as 1g experi-
ments with the exception that multiple cool flames were not observed at microgravity
presumably due to the limited test time and relatively slow conductive cooling. Note,
prior testing with diluted n-C4H10:O2 mixtures did observe multiple cool flames (as
many as five) within 20 s [Pearlman, 2000]. The high thermal diffusivity of Helium
compared to that of Nitrogen (αHe ∼ 3αN2) shortens the conductive cooling time.
Overall repeatability of Figures 3.5–3.8 is reproducible within 2 s of the induction
time and 5 kPa even though initial fill-times increased toward the end of the August
2004, test week (Figure 3.8b). The increase in fill-time is a result of soot accumulation
in the transport/vacuum line to the oven combined with the reduced cross-sectional
area by inserting the thermocouple rake.
Differences in test repeatability were observed at 50 kPa and 593 K, at 68 kPa and
603 K, and at 60 kPa and 623 K. Specifically, tests run at 50 kPa and 593 K result
in a cool flame in 2003 and a dark reaction in 2004. Also, at 68 kPa and 603 K and
60 kPa and 623 K the pressure plots indicate that both a two-stage ignition and a cool
flame followed by a steady dark reaction occurs. These irreproducibilities may result
from the conditions occurring near a stability boundary, which will become clearer
in the ignition diagrams discussed later in this chapter. Also, the reaction mode is
sensitive to the mixture composition, residual gas motion, surface effects, residual gas
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Figure 3.9: Pressure histories at different wall temperatures for 0.16g experiments.
concentrations, g-jitter, and heat loss to and surface effects onto the thermocouple
rake (when used). To date, these effects have not been quantified in µg experiments.
3.4.2 Partial Gravity Pressure Histories
Pressure histories acquired at Lunar gravity (≈ 0.16g), though few, are shown in
Figure 3.9 with most tests resulting in a single cool flame within the available test
time. Also, these results show good repeatability, even though longer fill times are
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Figure 3.10: Pressure histories at different wall temperatures for 0.38g experiments
(arrows indicate pressure rises).
evident in the May 2003 tests at Tinitial = 593 K and 613 K. The 10 kPa jump in
pressure for the 78 kPa test at Tinitial = 593 K is associated with the onset of a cool
flame prior to the end of the Lunar parabola (t ≈ 28 s).
Fewer tests were run at Martian gravity (≈ 0.38g) as shown in Figure 3.10. Two
tests were run with the same pinitial, 52 kPa and 75 kPa, at Tinitial = 593 K (Fig-
ure 3.10a) and 613 K (Figure 3.10b), respectively. Repeatability is very good. In the
52 kPa case, the induction times are within 1 s. In the 75 kPa test, the fill times were
within 6 s of each other, while evidence of reaction during the fill was observed by
the pressure rises that occur at t = 7 s and at t = 9 s and t = 13 s in the two cases
(indicated by arrows).
3.4.3 Earth Gravity Pressure Histories
Figure 3.11 shows the pressure histories for the same temperatures at Earth gravity
(1g). At the lowest tested pressure, approximately 27.6 kPa, three cool flames at
Tinitial = 593 K occur with weak pressure rises (≈ 2 kPa) after long induction times
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Figure 3.11: Pressure histories at different temperatures for 1g testing.
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(t ≥ 30 s). At the same pressure, fewer cool flames are observed with an increase in
temperature. At 603 K and 613 K, the oscillations are very weak and at 623 K, the
oscillations are effectively damped out.
In all tests, as the initial pressure increases, the induction times decrease and the
number of oscillations increase. It is also clear the induction time for all tests de-
creases as the wall temperature increases through this range of temperatures. Note
also an increase in the magnitude of the initial pressure rise as pressure increases.
At approximately pinitial = 50 kPa and Tinitial = 593 K and 603 K, the amplitude
of the consecutive pressure oscillations corresponding to sequential cool flames de-
creases after the first pressure pulse and then increases for the final pressure pulse.
The number of oscillations are also a function of temperature, i.e., at 603 K, four
intermediate pressure pulses occur compared to three at 593 K. As noted previously
for lower g-levels, at higher pressures, e.g., 68 kPa and 593 K, a two-stage ignition
occurs.
Pressure histories at 1g are much easier to obtain and are not limited by test
times, quantity, and quality (no g-jitter).
3.4.4 Closure
The pressure histories demonstrate that initial pressure has a clear affect on the
mode of reaction and induction time consistent with the results obtained by early
researchers [Pease, 1929; Townend and Mandlekar, 1933; Newitt and Thornes, 1937].
Starting from the lowest pressures tested, an increase in pressure results in a transition
between the mode of reaction from a slow, dark reaction; to a cool flame regime (in 1g
studies and Helium-diluted cases at µg); to a multiple cool flame region; to a single
cool flame; and finally, to a two-stage ignition. As pressure increases, the initial
induction time decreases. In addition, all test induction times are strongly affected
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by the initial temperature; as initial temperature increases, initial induction times
decreases.
3.5 The Role of Fixed Wall Temperature
The radial temperature histories measured with the five thermocouples in a ther-
mocouple rake are reported. The maximum temperature occurs at the center of the
flask. The positions of the other thermocouples are detailed earlier.
The low and intermediate temperature chemistry and transport properties are
sensitive to the temperature of the reacting gas mixture. The preheated reactor heats
the cooler reactants during gas entry and also serves as a heat sink for conductive and
convective heat losses during the course of the reaction. Experimentally, the reactor
wall temperature clearly affects the mode of reaction and the induction time. As
such, the reactor wall temperature plays a critical role.
3.5.1 Microgravity
Figure 3.12 shows the pressure histories for four different initial temperatures
at nearly the same initial pressure. At Tinitial = 593 K and 603 K, reactions at
pinitial = 53.1 kPa (Figure 3.12a) exhibited no reaction within the available µg test
time. As temperature increased to 613 K, a single cool flame was observed after 17 s
followed by a steady dark reaction. At Tinitial = 623 K, a cool flame was observed
with a shorter induction time of 8 s. At pinitial = 66.5 kPa (Figure 3.12b) and
Tinitial = 593 K, a dark reaction is observed in the available test time, while the
higher temperature cases resulted in two-stage ignitions. The first induction time,
taken from the initial fill-time until the peak pressure rise associated with the cool
flame, decreased from 9 s to 7 s and then to 6 s at Tinitial = 603 K, 613 K, and 623 K,
respectively. The second induction time, taken from the peak pressure associated with
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Figure 3.12: Pressure histories at a nearly constant pressure at µg. Pressure axis
truncated to identify pressure history differences.
the cool flame to the onset of hot ignition, does not change between Tinitial = 603 K
and 613 K, while the second induction time at Tinitial = 623 K is longer than the
other cases.
Thermocouple measurements associated with a cool flame in an equimolar pre-
mixture of n-butane:oxygen are shown in Figure 3.13 for an pinitial = 21 kPa and
Tinitial = 573 K. Notice that the cool flame is followed by a slow reaction before the
KC-135 aircraft finishes the parabola. In addition, the fill-time is quite long (8 s)
since the inlet gas line was partially obstructed by the thermocouple rake and soot
accumulation. Therefore, the thermocouple plots show qualitative spatio-temporal
behavior associated with cool flames in the reactor. The temperature at the center of
the reactor initially rises one degree before a steep rise of five degrees as the pressure
increases during the cool flame. While the pressure drops, the temperature near the
center remains constant for a second and then increases approximately three degrees
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Figure 3.13: Thermocouple measurements associated with premixed, equimolar
n-butane:oxygen at pinitial = 21 kPa and Tinitial = 573 K in µg (T1 is measured
at the center, T2 is measured 1.3 cm away from T1, etc.).
before the plane begins to pull-up.
3.5.2 Partial Gravity
The pressure histories associated with cool flames in an equimolar n-butane:oxygen
premixture at partial gravity are shown in Figure 3.14. Note that the fill-time is also
on the order of 8 s. In the Martian (0.38g) case (Figure 3.14b), the initial temperature
in the reactor was approximately a degree higher than the Lunar (0.16g) case (Fig-
ure 3.14a), yet this difference is within the accuracy (±2.2◦C, see Section 2.2.1) of the
thermocouple measurement. The temperature at all measured locations initially rises
slowly during the induction time. At the onset of the cool flame, the temperature
gradient increases. The Lunar case shows a larger increase in temperature than the
Martian case at the center of the reactor, but more importantly, a steady dark reac-
tion following the cool flame occurs in the Lunar case, which is not clearly observable
from the pressure history. In addition, a post cool flame dark reaction is not seen in
the Martian results.
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(a) Lunar Gravity (0.16g)
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Figure 3.14: Thermocouple measurements associated with premixed, equimolar
n-butane:oxygen at partial gravity (see Figure 3.13 for legend).
During the cool flame, the ∆T between the center temperature and the next lo-
cation toward the wall (1.3 cm off center) is four degrees for the Martian case and
three degrees for the Lunar case. (Again, note that the thermocouple accuracy is
±2.2◦C.) Perhaps the stronger convective cooling that occurs at Martian-g compared
to Lunar-g increases the heat loss which lowers the gas temperature, hindering con-
tinued reaction.
Figure 3.15 is a compiled plot of Lunar tests with the initial pressure approx-
imately equal to 55 kPa at different temperatures. It shows the similar trends (a
cool flame followed by dark reaction) as well as a reduction in induction time as
temperature increases.
3.5.3 Earth Gravity
The (approximate) constant pressure plots at varying temperature in Figure 3.16
demonstrate the complexity when natural convection and conduction both play a role.
Specifically, the sensitivity of the reaction to temperature is very pronounced. As
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Figure 3.15: Pressure histories at approximately pinitial = 55 kPa at 0.16g.
shown before, the induction time decreases with increasing temperature. In addition,
the magnitude of the cool flame pressure rise decreases as temperature increases and
the number of cool flames increases with an increase in temperature. For example
in Figure 3.16b, at 593 K, five cool flames are observed, at 603 K—five cool flames
followed by a weaker sixth pressure rise (i.e., no visible light emission), and at 613 K—
six cool flames followed by a weaker seventh pressure peak. At 623 K, the number of
cool flames decreases to three with approximately two more weak pressure oscillations.
3.5.4 Closure
Temperature has a clear effect on the reaction mode and its behavior at µg and 1g.
In addition, as temperature increases, the induction time decreases. At all g-levels,
the reactor wall serves as a heat sink for the higher temperature reacting gas, thus
lowering the temperature following a cool flame or a slow reaction.
Temperature plots and constant pressure histories show the complexity of the
chemistry and coupled transport effects. The temperature plots indicate that cool
flames have a very weak temperature rise, in the range of 5–6 K. Note that the
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Figure 3.16: Pressure histories at an approximately constant initial pressure for 1g
testing.
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Figure 3.17: Ignition diagrams for equimolar C3H8:O2. Interior of dotted line: one or
more cool flames; interior of dashed line: four or more cool flames.
response time of the thermocouples is not fast enough and it is questionable if they
were sufficient to resolve the temperature increase quantitatively, i.e., reach steady-
state. Therefore, the temperature rise is likely higher than that reported.
3.6 Ignition Diagrams
Ignition diagrams are developed and shown in Figure 3.17 for the microgravity
and 1g tests. The ignition diagram provides a reference for the reaction mode at a
particular initial temperature and initial pressure.
3.6.1 Microgravity Ignition Diagram
The ignition diagram in Figure 3.17a shows a broad cool flame regime between
41.3–55.1 kPa over the entire temperature range considered (593 K ≤ T ≤ 623 K).
Slow, dark reaction generally occur at lower pressures and lower temperatures, while
single-stage and/or two-stage ignitions occur at pressures greater than 62 kPa at all
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temperatures.
Within the available µg test time, cool flames developed over the widest range of
pressures at 603 K. In addition, note that slow reactions and single cool flames may
further develop into multiple cool flames or multi-stage ignitions if longer test times
were available.
3.6.2 Earth Gravity Ignition Diagram
The ignition diagram based on the Earth gravity experiments is shown in Fig-
ure 3.17b. The overall shape of the ignition diagrams is similar to that developed
for the µg experiments. Interestingly, the highest number of cool flames (5+ cool
flames) develops at pressures 41.3–55.1 kPa and between temperatures of 593 K and
603 K. In addition, at these temperatures, cool flames develop over the widest range
of pressures. Also note that at 593 K at µg, slow reactions give way to a cool flame
then a slow reaction then finally single-stage ignitions as pressure increases. In con-
trast, the Earth gravity results show slow reaction followed by cool flames and then a
two-stage ignition. With detailed and reduced kinetic models including diffusive and
convective transport, an effort is made to predict and better understand the reason
for the observed differences.
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4. NUMERICAL RESULTS
4.1 Model Setup
Comparing the results of the numerical study with empirical data will assess the
quality of the model, which can then be used for its prediction capability to help
fill the gaps in the experimental data. Modeling work at Earth gravity (1g) and
microgravity (0g) is presented and serves as key comparison data to experiments,
while tests at Martian gravity (0.16g) and Lunar gravity (0.38g) show the case when
natural convection plays an intermediate role between that at 1g and microgravity.
4.1.1 Modified Yang and Gray Model
The Yang and Gray model, adopted from the work of Fairlie and co-workers [2000],
is shown in Table 4.1. The model consists of initiation, propagation, branching, and
Table 4.1: Kinetic scheme and parameters for the Modified Yang and Gray skeletal
kinetic model [Fairlie et al., 2000].
Pre-exponential Activation Energy Exothermicity
Factor (s−1) (kJ mol−1) (J mol−1)
Initiation P→A Ai=1e−6 Ei=0 0
Propagation A→B Ap=1e6 Ep=0 0
Termination 1 A→C At1=1e11 Et1=75 0
Branching B→2A Ab=1e3 Eb=45 1e5
Termination 2 B→C At2=0.60 Et2=0 0
termination steps. The branching step is assumed to be the only exothermic step.
For a two-dimensional axisymmetric model, the species, energy, and momentum
equations are derived and solved. The conservation equations and their associated
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boundary conditions are as follows:
Momentum:
∂u¯
∂t
+ u¯ • ∇u¯ = − 1
ρ0
∇p+ ν∇2u¯+
(
ρ
ρ0
)
g¯ (4.1)
subject to initial and boundary conditions: u = 0 at t = 0; u = 0 at x = R (no slip);
no tangential velocity component on centerline (symmetry)
Energy:
(
cv
cp
)
∂T
∂t
+ u¯ • ∇T = α∇2T +
(
qkb
ρ0cp
)
b (4.2)
assuming symmetry about the centerline and a fixed wall tempertaure: ∂T
∂x
= 0 at
x = 0 (centerline); T = Twall at x = R
Species A:
∂a
∂t
+ u¯ • ∇a = DA∇2a+ kiP0 exp (−kit)− (kp + kt1) a+ 2kbb (4.3)
∂a
∂x
= 0 at x = R (wall); a = 0 at t = 0; x = 0 (centerline, symmetry)
Species B:
∂b
∂t
+ u¯ • ∇b = DB∇2b+ kpa− kbb− kt2b (4.4)
∂b
∂x
= 0 at x = R (wall); b = 0 at t = 0; x = 0 (centerline, symmetry)
where u is the velocity; t is the time; ρ is the density; ρ0 is the initial density; ν is
the kinematic viscosity; p is the pressure; P0 is the initial reactant concentration; T
is the temperature; Di is the mass diffusivity of the respective species A or B; cv and
cp are heat capacity at constant volume and pressure, respectively; kj is the reaction
rate; q is the exothermicity or heat release; α is the thermal diffusivity; and g is
the gravitational acceleration. Using constants from Table 4.1, the kj variables are
kj = Aj e
−Ej
RT for each step. Note the use of the incompressible Navier-Stokes (N-S)
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equation for momentum and the Boussinesq approximation, which allows for variable
density, in the last term of the N-S equation (Equation 4.1). Density differences due
to compositional changes are neglected. Temperature differences are assumed to be
the dominate cause of density variation within the reactor. Since ∆T
T0
¿ 1 for slow
reactions and cool flames, density differences can be neglected in all terms except
the body force term, which turns out to be the specific weight, i.e.,
(
ρ
ρ0
)
g¯. The
use of the incompressible N-S equation and the Boussinesq approximation are not
appropriate for modeling single- or multi-stage ignitions where temperature changes
are significant and the assumption ∆T
T0
¿ 1 is not valid.
4.1.2 COMSOL Multiphysics
COMSOL MultiphysicsTM , formerly FEMLABTM , by COMSOL, Inc. is the mod-
eling platform for the numerical analyses. Initial versions of this program were an
add-on to MATLABTM to apply physics-problem based partial differential equations
to user-defined geometries. The current version, version 3.2, can be used as a stand-
alone routine or interfaced with MATLABTM .
The coupled species, energy, and momentum (incompressible Navier-Stokes) equa-
tions dervied in this study are time-dependent, non-linear, and non-symmetric. Solvers
in COMSOL MultiphysicsTM reduce the non-linear equations to one or more linear
systems. Both direct and iterative methods are available to solve the equations. This
study utilized the direct solver, UMFPACK, as it is more effective where iterative
methods have the most trouble converging: with singularities and initial variables
close to their eigenvalues.
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Figure 4.1: Meshed axisymmetric geometry used for numerical modeling in COMSOL
MultiphysicsTM .
4.1.3 Mesh Setup
For this study, a two-dimensional axisymmetric modeling approach is used to
reduce the size of the computational domain and shorten the computational time
(Figure 4.1). The 2-D mesh generator in Multiphysics uses the Delaunay algorithm,
which divides subdomains into many triangular mesh elements. To model a 10 cm
i.d. spherical reaction vessel, the global maximum element size and the boundary
maximum element size were 0.05 m and 0.001 m, respectively. The following are
statistics on the resulting mesh shown in Figure 4.1: degrees of freedom, 21535;
elements, 1954; and boundary elements, 184.
4.1.4 Time Stepping Settings
The settings for time stepping allow the solver to choose time steps based on user
defined tolerances. The values of the variables (T , a, b, u = uiˆ+ vjˆ) are stored every
0.1 s. The maximum backwards differentiation formula order is five.
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Table 4.2: Parameters for Fairlie and co-workers’ [2000] model.
Constant Variable Value
initial pressure pi 40.0 kPa
initial reactant density ρ0 8.2 mol/m
3
kinematic viscosity ν0 3.115e
−5 m2/s
gravity g0 -9.81 m/s
2
mass diffusivity DA, DB 1.0e
−4 m2/s
thermal diffusivity α 1.0e−4 m2/s
wall temperature Tw variable (593 K ≤ Tw ≤ 623 K)
heat capacity (const. pres.) cp 105 J/(mol K)
heat capacity (const. vol.) cv 105 J/(mol K)
radius R 0.05 m
4.1.5 Tolerances
To limit the estimated error in each integration step, the relative tolerance on
all variables (T , a, b, u; see Section 4.1.1) is 1e−6. The absolute tolerances on the
individual variables are the following values: 0.01 m/s for the horizontal velocity
(u), 0.01 m/s for the vertical velocity (v), infinity for the pressure, 0.1 K for the
temperature, and 1e−6 mol/m3 for both species A and B. Table 4.2 lists all the
constants used in this study’s modeling.
Note that the flask pressure remains constant at the initial pressure throughout
the reaction due to the use of the incompressible N-S equations.
4.2 Microgravity Results
At microgravity, the gravitational acceleration is set equal to zero rather than the
experimental value of ±10−2g. The difference between the results at 0g compared
to the 5e−2g results is negligible since diffusion dominates the transport of heat and
species in both the experiments and the model. In addition, with no body force to
drive a flow and since the pressure change is small, the coupled species and energy
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Figure 4.2: Center temperature at Tinitial = 600–650 K and pinitial = 40 kPa. Data
resolution is 0.1 s.
equations are solved without the N-S equation to save computation time.
4.2.1 General Attributes of Numerically Computed Temperature Histo-
ries
The computed temperature history at the center of the spherical domain at 0g is
shown in Figure 4.2 for different wall temperatures. After an initial induction time
(the time from t = 0 s to the onset of reaction), the temperature rapidly rises 250–
300 K. The reaction then slows, self-arrests, and the temperature decreases 50–75 K
depending on the initial temperature and reactor parameters chosen. Note also that
the magnitude of the temperature rise decreases, albeit slightly, as the initial temper-
ature increases. In all cases, the gas cools following the initial temperature increase
as the rate of heat loss exceeds the rate of heat generation from chain branching. At
higher initial temperatures, the rates of heat generation and loss appear to balance
one another for a short time (approximately 2 s) such that gas temperature remains
nearly uniform before it begins to cool, while cases with lower initial temperature
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initially cool slowly and then cool at an accelerated rate after 2–3 s. This non-
exponential cooling implies that heat continues to be generated for a period of time
following the initial temperature excursion. For Tinitial = 600 K, the temperature
decays linearly (not exponentially) which implies a heat continues to be generated for
a period of time following the initial temperature excursion.
Also note that after long-time, the temperature of the reacting gases reaches a
steady-state value (not equal to the reactor wall temperature), which can only occur if
there is a balance between the rate of heat generation from chain branching of species
B and conduction heat loss to the wall. Fairlie and co-workers [2000], using the
same Gray-Yang model and kinetic parameters, also recognized that the temperature
tends to a value greater than the wall temperature after long-time. In these cases,
the reactive intermediates accumulate near the wall, where the temperature is lowest,
and maintain the chemical activity in these regions, which prevents cooling from the
center to the wall. To reduce the concentrations of A and B near the wall, the no
flux boundary condition imposed on the species concentrations at the wall could be
relaxed, thus promoting surface termination.
4.2.2 Radial Temperature Profiles
The temperature and species profiles for an initial temperature of 620 K, pressure
of 40 kPa, and conditions listed in Table 4.2 are shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. As the
first cool flame develops (t ≈ 16 s), Figure 4.3 shows the temperature rapidly increases
in the center of the flask, while the wall temperature is fixed. As the temperature
continues to increase, the wave propagates toward the vessel wall reminiscent of the
visible light emission observed in the µg experiments. After t ≈ 17.2 s, the gas begins
to cool.
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Figure 4.3: Predicted 0g temperature profiles at the indicated times. Dotted lines
indicate cooling.
4.2.3 Radial Species Profiles
Figure 4.4a shows that the concentration of species A increases initially in the
center of the flask, coincident with an increase in the temperature (Figure 4.3). As the
temperature continues to increase in the central region, the concentration of species A
then decreases near the center as the peak concentration of species A moves radially
outward towards the wall. The concentration peak increases slightly and narrows as it
approaches the wall. The peak of concentration then begins to decrease for t > 17.0 s
and retreats slightly towards the center.
The concentration of species B in Figure 4.4b also increases initially in the center
of the flask. The peak species concentration occurs at larger radial locations than
species A where the temperature is slightly cooler. After the peak concentration
of species B develops at the wall, its magnitude decreases by the termination step
and does not branch to produce species A since the concentration of species A also
decreases during this period.
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Figure 4.4: Predicted 0g species profiles at the indicated times. Dotted lines indicate
the peak concentration moving toward the central region.
4.3 Partial Gravity Results
4.3.1 General Attributes of Numerically Computed Temperature Histo-
ries
The Lunar (0.16g) and Martian (0.38g) cool flame temperature results shown in
Figure 4.5 further illustrate that the initial induction period decreases as the initial
temperature increases. Like the 0g results, as the initial temperature increases, the
initial ∆T decreases. After the induction time, a rapid temperature rise occurs,
followed by a damped oscillation. For the first oscillation, the temperature cools
approximately 50 K from its peak value. At approximately 875 K, the heating rate
slows with a greater rate change at higher wall initial temperatures and at a lower
g-level (0.16g).
During the oscillations, the temperature in all of the tests at 0.16g and most of
the tests at 0.38g cools to a temperature less than the final, equilibrium temperature;
the temperature associated with the lower initial temperature tests at 0.38g does not
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Figure 4.5: Modeled partial gravity flask center temperature at Tinitial = 593–623 K.
Data resolution is 0.1 s.
cool below the final temperature. The entire post-ignition cooling process damps out
in approximately five seconds.
4.3.2 Radial Temperature Profiles
At Tinitial = 620 K and p = 40 kPa, the radial temperature profiles are shown
in Figure 4.6 and help to demonstrate the effect of buoyant convection. At 0.16g
(Figure 4.6a), the onset of convection lowers the temperature at the center slightly
and the peak temperature occurs closer to the wall. At 0.38g (Figure 4.6b), the
temperature begins to increase away from center at 16.8–17.2 s. As the gas continues
to cool (t > 17.2 s), the unsteady profile shows that the center and the outer regions
cool more slowly than the region around r = 0.025 m.
Following the initial temperature increase, cooling occurs from 17.8 to 18.6 s.
Between 18.6 s and 20.0 s, the temperature near the center increases again, corre-
sponding to a second oscillation.
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Figure 4.6: Predicted temperature profiles at Tinitial = 620 K. Dotted lines indicate
cooling.
4.3.3 Radial Species Profiles
The effect of buoyancy is dramatic in the comparison of species A profiles in
Figure 4.7a and b. For the 0.16g case (Figure 4.7a), the initial peak concentrations
(16.3 s < t < 16.7 s) are approximately 5e−7 mol/m3 greater than the microgravity
case (Figure 4.4a). The species concentration peak then diminishes near the wall and
retreats back toward the center.
Increasing the g-level to 0.38g (Figure 4.7b) significantly changes the profiles.
Species A initially rises in the center, then, as the center concentration decreases, a
concentration peak develops near the wall. As the peak concentration approaches the
wall, it subsequently decreases and the peak retreats toward the center of the flask.
Qualitatively, the 0.16g species B concentration profile (Figure 4.7c) is similar
to that predicted at zero-gravity (Figure 4.4b). The 0.38g species B concentration
profile, by contrast to the case of 0.16g, has a higher concentration near the center
of the flask for 16.2 s . t . 17.0 s. A well-defined concentration peak, smaller
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Figure 4.7: Predicted species profiles across the horizontal radius of the flask at
selected times with Tinitial = 620 K and p = 40 kPa.
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Figure 4.8: Modeled 1g flask center temperature at Tinitial = 593–623 K. Data reso-
lution is 0.1 s.
in magnitude than the concentration peaks achieved at 0.16g, does not form until
the wave approaches the wall. At 0.38g, the effects of buoyant stirring are clearly
manifest.
4.4 Earth Gravity Results
4.4.1 General Attributes of Numerically Computed Temperature Histo-
ries
The computed 1g cool flame temperature histories are shown in Figure 4.8. Again,
the first initial induction period decreases as the initial temperature increases. After
the induction time, a rapid temperature rise (250–300 K) occurs followed by a damped
oscillation. The initial cooling rate is significantly faster than the cooling rate at
0g (Figure 4.2). Subsequent oscillations dampen in approximately five seconds. In
addition, as the initial temperature increases, the initial ∆T decreases.
The damped oscillatory behavior is qualitatively similar to the 0.38g case, Fig-
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Figure 4.9: Predicted 1g temperature profile across the horizontal radius of the flask
at selected times with Tinitial = 620 K and p = 40 kPa.
ure 4.5b. The post-ignition cooling process dampens in the same time as partial
gravity, approximately five seconds.
4.4.2 Radial Temperature Profiles
In contrast to the 0g temperature rise, Figure 4.9 shows that the 1g temperature
initially rises nearly uniformly over roughly 75% of the radial distance, as opposed
to parabolically as in the 0g case for t . 16.4 s, with the obvious exception of the
thermal boundary layer near the wall. For t & 16.6 s at approximately r = 0.04 m,
the temperature increases more quickly and reaches a maximum at approximately
17.2 s. Then, the gas temperature begins to decrease, although nonuniformly. At
17.8 s and 18.6 s, the temperature distribution has two peaks.
Similar to the partial gravity results, damped oscillations shown in Figure 4.8
are also evident in Figure 4.6. From 18.6–20.0 s, the temperature increases with the
largest temperature increase occurring in the vicinity of r = 0.02 m. Buoyant stirring
is evident as the initial temperature profiles are progressively more uniform across
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Figure 4.10: Predicted 1g species profiles across the horizontal radius of the flask at
selected times with Tinitial = 620 K and p = 40 kPa.
the reactor as g-level increases from 0g (Figure 4.3) to partial gravity (Figure 4.6a
and b) to 1g (Figure 4.9).
4.4.3 Radial Species Profiles
Figure 4.10a shows an initial, nearly uniform increase in the concentration of
species A except for the region near the cooler wall. Likewise, the concentration of
species B increases. At 16.8 s, the concentration of both species rapidly decreases with
a minimum value near r = 0.035 m coincident with a local increase in the temperature.
The species distributions are non-monatonic. After peaking at r = 0.045 m, the
concentration of species A decreases near the wall. At later times, as the overall
concentration decreases, the species A concentration peak near the wall decreases at
a slower rate and moves slightly inwards at 17.8 s.
The concentration of species B behaves in a similar manner to species A (Fig-
ure 4.10b). The concentration initially increases uniformly across the flask except for
a slight decrease in concentration near the wall. As species B decreases throughout
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the reacting volume, species B concentration near the wall declines slower than it
does in the bulk. Consequently, the maximum concentration develops near the wall.
4.5 Closure
At zero-gravity the temperature and species concentrations increase initially at
the center. A thermal wave then propagates toward the walls in a similar fashion as
the observed thermal wave observed in the experiments (Section 3.5.1). Species A
initially increases with an increase in temperature, while species B develops in its
highest concentration ahead of the thermal wave in the cooler regions. No oscillations
are observed for times up to 300 s.
At partial gravity, distinct effects induced by natural convection are observed in
the thermal and species profiles. After the initial temperature increase, the heating
rate slows; the rate change becomes less evident as the gravity level increases and
the initial temperature decreases. As Tinitial increases from 600 to 650 K, the total
temperature decrease following the peak center temperature during the initial cooling
phase decreases by approximately 5 K at 0.16g, where as, at 0.38g, it increases by
approximately 5 K. The temperature profile becomes less uniform as the gravity level
increases. At 0.16g, the highest temperature for all the plotted profiles is in the
center, accept for t = 18.6 s where the center temperature is approximately 5 K lower
than the highest domain temperature at r = 0.03 m. The temperature profiles at
0.38g are much less uniform as the region near r = 0.035 m cools slowly resulting
in a locally high temperature for t ≈ 16.8–18.6 s. As the domain continues to cool
(t & 20 s), the profile becomes more uniform with the highest temperature in the
center and progressively lower temperatures approaching the wall. Oscillations are
observed in both partial gravity cases as the temperature increases between 18.6 and
20.0 s. For the species A profiles, the peak concentration propagation to the wall at
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0.16g is similar to that at 0g. At 0.38g, the profiles are much different with peaks
in the species concentrations not developing until the thermal wave approaches the
wall.
Damped oscillations are observed at 1g similar to those predicted at partial-g
for those conditions considered. Interestingly, buoyant stirring nearly homogenizes
the temperature and species concentration profiles at early times, with exception
of the gradients near the wall. Eventually, however, the temperature and species
distributions develop non-monotonically with peak concentrations shifting from the
central region to the wall region prior to the second, yet weaker, oscillation. The
temperature profile shows a higher temperature away from the center at r = 0.04 m.
Once the domain begins to cool, both the center and the region near r = 0.04 m cool
more slowly before reheating, again, between 18.6 s and 20.0 s. The species profiles
have radically changed from those at 0g. For species A, the entire domain increases
almost uniformly, then the concentration at r = 0.04 m decreases suddenly just prior
to the temperature decrease. The overall concentration in the rest of the domain
decreases as well, forming a peak near the wall. Species B shows a similar trend as
species A, but now the peak forms near the wall.
For other initial temperatures (570–770 K), the numerical model shows reactivity
(i.e., a rapid temperature rise occurs) with similar trends observed. As the initial
temperature increases, the initial temperature rise decreases. At higher initial tem-
peratures, the gas temperature remains nearly uniform for several seconds, then de-
creases. For lower initial temperatures, the gas cools continuously at an initially slow
rate, then cools at a faster rate.
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5. DISCUSSION
5.1 Experimental Comparison
5.1.1 Flame Front Imaging
Representative intensified flame front images taken from the side-view at different
gravity levels are shown in Figure 5.1. The Hamamatsu ICCD camera mounted on the
side of the oven was used to captured the images. For the Earth and partial gravity
cases (a-c), the reaction initiates near the top of the vessel and propagates downward,
while the cool flame at µg initiates at the center of the vessel and propagates radially
outwards toward the walls as a spherically expanding flame front.
In the 1g case, the front is convex in the central region and concave near the
the walls with respect to the unburned reactants (lower section of the reactor). This
curvature is due to the toroidal flow induced by the heat release from the reaction,
which is driven by the unstable density gradient in the reactor. At 0.38g, the buoyant
recirculating flow is weaker than that at 1g. The flame is no longer convex in the
center and does not have an inflexion point. At 0.16g, the cool flame front is more
concave. Convection is not apparent at µg as the flame front initiates at the center
(a) 1g (b) 0.38g (c) 0.16g (d) 10−2g
Figure 5.1: Side view of cool flames. These images have been enhanced to increase
visibility.
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Figure 5.2: Experimental pressure histories obtained at different gravity levels at a
similar initial pressure.
of the reactor and propagates radially outward to the wall. Heat loss and possible
catalytic reaction with the thermocouple rake (inserted on the left side) in the reactor
causes the asymmetry seen in the flame front.
5.1.2 Effect of Buoyant Convection on Induction Time
Figure 5.2 shows the effects of buoyant convection on the induction times and
the amplitude of the pressure oscillations for three cases with nearly identical initial
pressures (52 kPa) at 593 K. (The pressure histories at 0.38g and µg are plotted
for 22 s and 40 s, respectively, based on the available test time aboard the KC-135
aircraft.) Interestingly, the first induction period is less than 50% shorter at 0.38g
and µg (> 20 s difference for these test conditions) compared to the 1g case. Since
conduction and species diffusion are slower than convective transport and play a more
pronounced role at lower g-levels, it is reasonable to expect the induction times to be
shorter since conduction heat loss is weaker and species are not readily transported to
the walls where they can be terminated. Also note that the magnitude of the pressure
rise and gradient associated with the first cool flame is the same (within experimental
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Figure 5.3: Numerically predicted temperature at the center of the reactor (r = 0)
at different g-levels. Data resolution is 0.1 s. Data <750 K is cut-off to focus on the
oscillations.
accuracy) in all cases. However, the amplitude of the pressure oscillations following
the first cool flame decrease as g-level decreases, yet the frequency increases slightly
as gravity decreases, such that the induction times associated with subsequent os-
cillations decrease are perhaps attributable to a decrease in thermal cooling. Since
heat loss is essential to sustain cool flame oscillations and the heat loss rate decreases
as conduction plays a more dominant role (g-level decreases), the oscillations become
less pronounced. To test this hypothesis, it is possible to enhance the conduction heat
loss by diluting the mixtures with an inert such as Helium which has a high thermal
diffusivity and thus faster conduction heat loss rate.
5.2 Numerical Comparison
Figure 5.3 features the numerical results of the modified Gray-Yang model at an
initial temperature and pressure of 600 K and 40 kPa, respectively. Buoyant convec-
tion affects the first and subsequent induction times, final steady-state temperatures,
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and oscillation amplitude and damping rate. Though very slight, the induction time
increases as the g-level increases. The difference in the first induction time between 0g
and 0.16g, 0.16g and 0.38g, and 0.38g and 1g are approximately 0.4 s, 0.4 s, and 0.3 s,
respectively. The maximum temperature also decreases with increasing g-level in part
due to the increase in buoyant convection and in part due to a redistribution of the
species concentrations. Note also that the center temperatures at 0.16g, 0.38g, and 1g
damp out at approximately the same time. The final steady-state temperature when
the rate of heat generation is balanced by the rate of heat loss (see Section 4.2.1),
increases as g-level decreases. The 0g flame reaches a steady-state temperature of
870 K, while the other g-levels asymptote to approximately 850 K.
5.3 Experiment vs. Numerical—Qualitative Comparison of Temperature
Histories
The modified model of Fairlie and co-workers’ (modified to include weak con-
vection and diffusive fluxes of heat and species) qualitatively predicts the onset and
modifications in the temperature, species concentration, and velocity fields owed to
increasing Ra and the associated shift from conduction dominated transport to con-
vection dominated transport. Additionally, the induction time and oscillation behav-
ior can be extracted from the model.
A significant discrepancy exists for the maximum temperature difference between
the numerical (∆T = 320 K) and the empirical (∆T = 7 K) cases, while it is rec-
ognized that the model can predict the overall trends, yet cannot be quantitatively
compared to the experiments. In general, however, temperatures rises on the order of
5-200 K are reasonable in agreement with those reported by others [Gray and Scott,
1990]. Over-prediction by the numerical model is possible as the rate parameters were
“chosen to signify the modest heat output associated with low temperature oxida-
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tion chemistry” [Fairlie et al., 2000]. Additionally, the thermocouple measurements
likely underestimated the actual temperature rise due to possible soot deposits, heat
loss to the rake, radiative heat loss (expected to be small since the temperatures are
relatively low), and, perhaps most importantly, slow response time of the 0.51 mm
diameter type-K thermocouple.
Representative spatio-temporal temperature and species A and B distributions as
well as the associated velocity field are shown in Figures 5.4 and 5.5 for gravitational
accelerations representative of terrestrial, Martian, Lunar, and zero-gravity. In these
computations, the initial pressure is 40 kPa and the initial wall temperature is fixed
at 600 K in Figure 5.4 and 630 K in Figure 5.5.
At 1g, the peak temperature first occurs near the top of the reactor and this region
of high temperature subsequently propagates downward into the bulk mixture (13.4–
14.4 s). The effect of the recirculating, buoyant flow becomes further evident between
14.4–14.6 s; cooler gas is recirculated into the higher temperature centerline-wall re-
gion and a toroidal temperature distribution is established with the gas temperature
highest at the center of the circulating flow and along the centerline (15.0–16.8 s). The
corresponding species A and B concentration distributions are shown at the same time
steps in consecutive rows. Initial species A and B concentrations increase rapidly near
the top of the vessel (13.4–13.6 s) coinciding with the regions of highest temperature.
The concentrations then rapidly decrease as the temperature increases and the rate
at which they are consumed exceeds their generation rate. The peak concentrations
eventually develop near the lower part of the reactor wall, where the temperature
is cooler within a large temperature gradient. The corresponding velocity field is
also shown. Staring from a quiescent flow, the development of a toroidal flow, which
flows upwardly along the symmetry axis and recirculates downward along the vessel
walls, is observed to be in qualitative agreement with observations in this study and
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(a) Temperature contours
(b) Species A concentration contours
(c) Velocity field for various g-levels
Figure 5.4: 2-D temperature (a), species concentrations (b), and velocity vector pro-
files (c) at g-levels for p = 40 kPa, Tinitial = 600 K, and t = 28 s. Velocity field arrow
length is proportional to the magnitude of the vector field.
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(a) 1g
Figure 5.5: Sequence of 2-D temperature, species concentrations, and velocity vector profiles at various g-levels.
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(b) 0.38g
Figure 5.5 (continued): Sequence of 2-D temperature, species concentrations, and velocity vector profiles at various g-levels.
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(c) 0.16g
Figure 5.5 (continued): Sequence of 2-D temperature, species concentrations, and velocity vector profiles at various g-levels.
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(d) 0g
Figure 5.5 (continued): Sequence of 2-D temperature, species concentrations, and velocity vector profiles at various g-levels.
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results obtained by other researchers using a simpler thermokinetic two-step model,
e.g., Sal’nikov, by Cardoso et al. [2004]. In essence, the less dense gas rises until it
encounters the upper vessel boundary and recirculates downwards along the wall to
satisfy mass continuity. Note also that the velocity along the centerline and corre-
sponding speed of the recirculating flow is time dependent and oscillatory. Figure 5.6
shows the velocity at the center of the vessel as a function of time. Notice that the
magnitude of the velocity at the center damps as a function of time for decreasing
g-levels. The magnitude of the velocity also decreases with decreasing gravitational
acceleration and the amplitude of the oscillations decreases. The buoyantly-driven re-
circulating flow weakens as the gravitational acceleration decreases, i.e., Ra decreases.
In Figures 5.5b and c, the temperature and species concentration distributions be-
come increasingly radially-symmetric as the gravitational acceleration is decreased.
Similar to the 1g results, the concentrations of A and B at 0.38g and 0.16g increase
initially in the upper half of the vessel coinciding with the high temperature regions
and subsequently are produced in the lower half of the reactor as the bulk of the
mixture reacts and the thermal wave moves towards the bottom of the reactor. Even-
tually, species A and B occur in highest concentrations near the vessel walls in the
lower temperature regions.
At 0g (Figure 5.5d), the temperature and species concentrations are radially-
symmetric. Initially, the temperature increases in the center and then radiates
outwardly as the concentrations of species A and B increase initially in the cen-
ter (t < 13.8 s) and their concentrations subsequently decrease as the thermal wave
moves radially outward (t ≥ 13.8 s). Similar to the non-zero gravity results, the con-
centrations of A and B develop in highest concentrations near the outer wall, where
the largest temperature gradient exists.
Qualitatively, the temperature contours are reminiscent of the visible emission seen
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(a) 0.16g (b) 0.38g
(c) 1g
Figure 5.6: Predicted vertical-component of the velocity at the center of the reactor
as a function of time for different gravitational accelerations.
in intensified side-view cool flame images, such as those obtained using an equimolar
n-butane:oxygen premixture, Figure 5.7. The conditions of each g-level of Figure 5.7
are Tinitial = 573 K, pinitial = 20.7 kPa and the time between frames is 1/15 s (left
to right in sequential rows).
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(a) 1g (b) 0.38g (c) 0.16g (d) 0g
Figure 5.7: Cool flame images, a 1/15 s intervals, using an equimolar n-C4H10:O2
premixture. Images enhanced for clarity.
5.4 Closure
The effect of natural convection and conduction on the evolution of cool flames
has been shown experimentally. Spacial and temporal distortions in the emitted
light intensity are indicative of a toroidal circulation. Pressure histories show the
decrease in induction time and oscillation amplitude and frequency as g-level decreases
for otherwise identical conditions. When compared to the numerical calculations, a
qualitative similarity is observed in the temperature profile, which is strongly affected
by the convective flow. Also, the magnitude and frequency of the oscillations and
ignition time vary, though the ignition time change is much smaller for the numerical
cases considered (the same as in the experimental cases).
The experimental versus numerical comparison is qualitative. The numerics pre-
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dicts the temperature and species distribution, yet is incapable of predicting the light
emission, which is simply inferred from the temperature profiles. Overall, the model
does a reasonable job at capturing the physics and parameter dependencies.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
The work reported in this thesis explores the role of natural convection and diffu-
sive fluxes of heat and species on the stability and spatio-temporal evolution of low-
temperature reactions, cool flame(s), and auto-ignition associated with low-pressure
propane-oxygen premixtures in a closed, static reactor. To vary the relative impor-
tance of convection versus diffusive transport changing neither the chemistry via ad-
justments in stoichiometry or dilution nor vessel size, shape, or orientation, the body
force (in this case, the effective gravitational acceleration) is varied from near-zero to
terrestrial levels using NASA’s KC-135 reduced-gravity aircraft. During free-fall and
tailored parabolic flight profiles, experiments are conducted during the available flight
times and temperature and pressure histories are obtained in addition to intensified
video imaging.
At zero gravity, diffusion governs transport, while at terrestrial conditions, convec-
tion in addition to diffusion are both important. Additionally, the relative importance
of diffusion versus convection is considered in studies at intermediate g-levels, notably
0.16g and 0.38g.
Numerial studies use a modified Gray-Yang model augmented with diffusive fluxes
of heat and species. The model captures modes of slow reaction, cool flames, and
multi-stage ignition at g-levels between (and including) 0g and 1g. These numerical
predictions are then compared qualitatively with changes in the empirical induction
period(s), pressure history, and temperature and species concentration distributions.
The trends agree well on a qualitative basis. However, the incompressible assumption
and use of the Buossinesq approximation to simplify the momentum equation limits
the range of validity of the non-zero gravity numerical results to cases with weak
temperature rises.
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Table 6.1: Effects of pressure, temperature, and g-level on cool flames.
Induction Pressure Temperature
time amplitude amplitude
Pressure increase decrease increase unknown
Temperature increase decrease unchanged unknown
G-level increase increase decrease decrease
6.1 Summary of Experimental Results
Table 6.1 shows a summary of the effects of pressure, temperature, and g-level
on cool fames. With the first ever imagery of cool flames at low gravity, the effects
of convection are seen to be pronounced. Pressure and temperature histories show
the increase of gravitational acceleration increases the induction time, dampens the
pressure amplitude, and reduces the initial temperature excursion.
Ignition diagrams developed from the experimental data at 10−2g and 1g and
reported in Section 3.6 provide baseline data for model refinement and validation.
Also note that the results show a change in the cool flame stability boundaries for the
two different cases. However, as noted, the cool flame and slow reaction modes are
determined within the available test time and changes may occur if additional test
time was available (e.g., slow reactions can transition to cool flames and cool flames
can develop into multi-stage ignitions).
6.2 Summary of Numerical Results
A 2-D, axisymmetric semi-circular domain was used to model the experimental
reactor. The model captures the effect of buoyant convection and diffusion on the
induction time(s) and temperature and pressure histories. Temperature versus time
plots show oscillations as the relative rates of heat generation and heat loss oscillate.
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In all non-zero gravity cases, the oscillations eventually damp, albeit at different rates.
The onset, direction, magnitude, and oscillatory induced recirculating flow at partial
and Earth gravities is also predicted.
6.3 Recommendations for Future Work
From the experimental video records, the cool flame propagation speeds associated
with propane cool flames and two-stage ignition have recently been completed [Foster
and Pearlman, 2006b]. The low, signal-to-noise ratio of the recorded images limit
the resolution of the experimental results, yet the results are adequate to compare
qualitatively with the numerical model predictions of Fairlie and co-workers [2005].
Interestingly, the model predicts the radial progression of the flame from the center
outwards followed by a contraction of the flame after it approaches the wall. This
contraction is also observed in the video records. Differences in the light emission
profiles between the experimental and numerical results are perhaps due to limitations
(e.g., nonlinear response) in the low-light sensitivity of the ICCD camera, emission
from species other than excited formaldehyde, as well as limitations of the skeletal
model.
Additional work will focus on determination of the temperature, pressure, and
mixture composition dependencies on the cool flame propagation speed. Improved
techniques to reduce the noise in addition to line-of-sight corrections with use of
the Abel transform will be pursued. Also, work will focus on stabilized cool flames
in heated tubes, which will enable accurate control of the experimental parameters.
To compliment these experiments, numerical analyses similar to those performed by
Fairlie and co-workers [2005] in cylindrical tubes in addition to using more detailed
kinetic schemes will be conducted. This will provide new insights on laminar cool
flame propagation speeds and their dependencies that have not been addressed due
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to the inability to control/suppress natural convection in terrestrial experiments.
A Gas Chromatography (GC) will also be used to measure the bulk stable species
concentrations in 1g studies that will then be compared with those predicted and
reported in the literature. Together with the ignition diagrams, temperature and
pressure histories and GC data, the terrestrial results presented in this thesis will ex-
tend static reactor experiments and numerical models and provide new baseline data
on the reactive-diffusive couplings on low-temperature reactions and cool flames. In
addition, with the terrestrial results as a reference, new results obtained at reduced
gravity will be compared. Pending the availability of NASA’s KC-135 aircraft for fu-
ture reduced-gravity experiments, additional reduced-gravity tests will be conducted.
Note that all of the present work has been conducted at sub-atmospheric initial
pressure conditions. To accommodate the atmospheric inlet conditions required by
the GC for sampling, the post-reaction gases will be pressurized with a pump or an
inert diluent will be added to increase the pressure prior to sampling. Bulk measure-
ments will be made of the following species: propane, n-butane, CO, CO2, H2, O2,
and CH4 in the post-reaction gases for select tests. In addition, analysis of a sample
of the reactant mixture will be taken to quantify the initial mixture composition.
With respect to the velocity field, Particle Imaging Velocimetry (PIV) will be
conducted in the laboratory to quantify the 2-D velocity field. This requires a new
setup and some additional hardware (a high resolution camera, particle seeder and
PIV software for particle tracking). Note that no prior experimental data has been
reported on the internal convective flows in a static, unstirred reactor. Rather, the
flows have been inferred from the flame light emission and measured temperature
distributions. Additionally, the PIV results will confirm that the initial gas flow in
our static reactor tests is quiescent in a small fraction of the induction period. To
ascertain the effect of the particles on the flame intensity and propagation speed
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(possible effects of enhanced heat loss, catalytic reaction, etc.), representative tests
will be run with and without particle seeding and directly compared.
The role of diffusive transport on low and intermediate temperature chemistry
has also been recently explored using an existing four-step n-heptane mechanism,
previously tuned for elevated pressures [Mu¨ller et al., 1992]. The energy and species
equations were augmented with diffusive fluxes for heat and species and solved nu-
merically for the spatio-temporal temperature and species concentration distributions.
The ignition delay time was also tabulated and compared with that associated with
a zero-dimensional case without diffusive transport. Further work will be done to
explore the validity of the heptane mechanism at lower pressures by comparison of
the results with those predicted with detailed n-heptane mechanisms (e.g., EXGAS;
Curran et al., 1998). Additionally, due to significant interest and applications of
elevated pressure studies, the model will also be extended to include natural convec-
tion. The nondimensionalized equations explore the role of the Le on the flame radii,
propagation speed, stability, and extinction limits.
Lastly, the spectral emission of propane cool flames will be measured. These
results will validate the flame imaging methods used in the current study. A sensitive
spectrometer with a long-integration time will be necessary due the extremely weak
light intensity.
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